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Faculty
renews
contract
efforts
BY J ASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Faculty Senate has recently
renewed efforts to have faculty contracts
reduced from 10-month contracts to
nine-month contracts in an effort to
reward professors who conduct
research.
Faculty Senate President Bill Call said
the issue was first brought to the attention of the Senate by the 1998-99 research
and policies committee. The committee
analyzed the situation and recommended the contracts be changed, and on
April 6, 1999, the Faculty Senate
endorsed the committee's proposal.
The main reason behind the proposed
change is to allow more time for research
grants to be funded. Currently, a professor conducting research could only be
paid for the two months they are not
under University contract. 1f the University moves to nine-month contracts, then
they could be paid for three months of
work.
Faculty Regent Jim Rudolph said the
research grants typically come from outside funding. He said the grants come
from such organi1.ations as the National
Science Foundation.
"Even though we are not a research
university per say, many {faculty) have
stated they would like to have this,"

laura Deaton!The News

Krysta Ernstberger, graduate student from Murray, gets In a workout before closing time at the Murray Family YMCA on Chestnut Street
Wednesday. An on-campus wellness center proposed by SGA could hurt the YMCA financially.
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Thorne lobbying
officials for campus
wei/ness center
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BY LISA W HEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Hearing complaints about students 'not having a
place to go play,' Student Government Association
President Michael Thorne is pushing a plan to
have a wellness center placed on campus.

Student use of Murray YMCA suffers
with additional workout options
BY IJLLY WHITFIELD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray YMCA is apparently not as
popular with students as its 1970s theme
song.
After the opening of the Curris Center
exercise facility and the M urray-Calloway
County Hospital's Health and Wellness Center, the YMCA has experienced a sharp
decline in patrons. Both facilities opened in
the last 13 months, offering students and
Murray residents an alternative to the traditional YMCA workout.
Angie Lee-Morris, YMCA general manager, expressed frustration about the center's
recent decline of business since the Curris
Center facility opened in January 2000.
"Aerobics classes and baby sitting have
kept the business going," she said.
The Murray YMCA offers severaJ different
programs including personal fitness, aerobics classes, mentoring and babysitting.
Many of the previous YMCA members had

been Murray State students, Lee-Morris said.
The YMCA has been in Murray for 10 years
and has offered fitness programs for the past
seven years. They also offer student rates
and employ University students.
The hospital's Health an d Wellness Center
opened its doors less than o ne year ago.
Catherine Sivills, marketing d irector, said
the medically-oriented cen ter is open to the
public. The Health and Wellness Center
offers a fitness area and a six-lane swimming
pool. Student rates are available.
Keith Schawacker, junior from St. Lo uis,
said cost considerations factored into his
decision to work out at the Curris Center
facility.
"(I work out here) because it's free, obviously," he said . "And the staff here is courteous and friend ly."
Other students interviewed said location,
familiar people and a more laid back atmosphere contributed to their decision to work
out in the Curris Center.

News
Applebee's will likely come
to town within a year and
its fra nchiser said enforcing
a 30 percent limit on alcohol
sales will be simple.
•see Page 7

ViewPoint
Greg Stark talks
about some of the
downfalls of the
Super Bowl
halftime show.
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Michael Thorne, Student Government Association president, is determined to provide future Murray State students with a place for recreation.
''The only thing I've heard people complain about
this semester i!' not having a place to go play," he
said.
Thome unveiled his intentions of pursuing a wellness center at Murray State during last week's SGA
meeting. While the planning is in the preliminary
stages, Thorne is working to solicit student feedback.
He said the now-closed National Scouting Museum will provide a short-term place for recreation,
but eventually a full -scale well ness center is a necessity. The Carr Health Building, which houses basketball courts, racquetball courts and a pool, is currently closed for renovations.
"At this point right now, we are the only university in the commonwealth of Kentucky that doesn't
have a wellness center," Thorne told the student
government.
Thome told SGA members at Wednesday's meeting that even after Carr Health is reopened this fall,
the facility will not make Murray State comparable
to other state universities.
"These other universities we're competing with
for recruiting purposes all have nice facilities and
they've all been built in the last five years or so,"
Thome said.
In contrast, Murray State has owned Carr Health
since 1937.
While looking into facilities at other universities,
Thome said he found what he was looking for in the
wellness center at Middle Tennessee State Universi·
ty. That center includes a gym with surrounding
track, tennis courts, a rock climbing facility and
pool. The MTSU recreation center cost $4.5 million,
which is under Thorne's original estimates for a
facility.
"I think right now there is an overwhelming cry
from the student body for a facility like this,"
Thome said.
Thorne said the wellnes:. center at Eastern Kentucky University cost about $14 million and was
funded through private donations and a slight student fee increase. He said the fee was $5 per student
per semester for eight years.
Vice President for Administrative Services Tom
Denton said the University is now preparing fundPl ea.'ie! see

PJcuc: see CONTRACTS/16

'DARIZ'
graffiti artist
on campus
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

It's on the art studio soda machines '
and in the bathrooms. It's in the Hart
College stairwells and elevators. It's on
the wooden sandwich board in front of
Elizabeth College. It's on a stop sign off
Chestnut Street. It's on sticky notes on
poles across campus.
No, it's not bird dung. It's the signature of an elusive graffiti artist making
his name known around campus.
"DARIZ" is the name most commonly found, scrawled in an artistic and
angular font. It is often written with a
metallic pen, though a fat Sharpie
seems to do in a pinch. The artist apparently uses his name as a play on words,
often writing "Dariz One" as in, "There
is one" or "Dariz no root beer," is splattered across the front of a soda machine
near the art ~tudios in the Oakley
Applied Science Building.
"It's not uncommon for us to find
Greek letters or swear words, but this
graffi ti is a little different," said Paula
Hulick, director of housing and residential life. "One of the things that makes it
unique is that it's the same name."

WELLNESS/16
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Sports

Students look at options for
summer jobs.
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Cuthbert Victor celebrated his
18th birthday Tuesday night
in grand style against
Tennessee State.
•see Pqe14
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Check out our official
site on the lnternet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Munay State's academic
team begins practicing
There will be an o rganizational
and practice meeting for the Murray State quick-recall academic
team at 4 p.m. Feb. 13 in the Curris Center Tennessee Room.
The meeting will cover orientation and the spring schedule will
be set. The academic team is open
to all students of Murray State,
with no GPA requirements.
Students with high school quickrecall or academic team experience
are encouraged to attend.
If students are interested but can
not attend, they should contact
Coach Manochet Djasse!IU at 7626920.

Smoking cessation classes
offered at MCC Hospital
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will begin Cooper-Clayton Smoking Cessation classes
Thursday in the Center for Health
and We11ness classroom. The program, which costs $10, includes 12
sessions and stress behavior modification.
All classes are scheduled on
Thursdays until April 26 from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m. To preregister call registered nurse Mary Cody at 800342-6224 ext. 248.

Members honor sororities
The 26 Nationa l Panhellenic
Conference organizations are cele-

NEWS
How to
reach us

amp us
brating Badge Day.
International Badge Day, an
annual event during that sorority
members honor their Greek affiliations by wearing their badges or
letters, will be celebrated March 5.

Faculty member recognized
"Accomplished Teacher," a professional magazine published by
the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards, will recognize
Tiffany Wheeler, early childhood
and elementary education practitioner.
The article includes Wheeler's
work with the Kentucky Reading
Project and how it reflects the
National Board's rigorous standards.

CHA applications available
Applications for any Murray
State faculty member wishing to
teach in the Commonwealth Honors Academy are available in all
the dean's offices.
The deadline for ap plying is Feb.
16. The salary is $4,500, and the
program is from }Wle 10 to July 7.
For more information contact
Ken Wolf at 762-6582.

Summer 2001 orientation
dates now detennined
Orientation dates for this summer have been established. Early
Bird Orientation will be April 28.
Summer "0'' wil1 be June 9 to 10,
19 to 20 and June 30 to July 1.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail:

Kentucky native highlighted
in campus culture series
The James 0. Overby Kentucky
History and Culture Series will
present a program on the life and
work of Kentucky writer and artist
Harlan Hubbard.
Judy Bullington, Western Oregon
University art historian and an
authority on H ubbard's work, will
present a slide lecture Feb. 6 at 7
p.m. in the Clara Eagle Gallery
Auditorium on the Doyle Fine Arts
Center sixth floor.
A reception will precede the program at 6:30 p.m. For m ore information contact D uane Bolin at
762-6578.

Church sponsors second
annual women's conference
The Fellowship of Ch ristian
Women at First Baptist Church is
spo nsoring its second annual
women's conference, " Listening to
Love," Feb. 10 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the church.
First Baptist Church is on Fourth
Street.
Registration is $20. For more
information
go
to
www.rjkeller.com/ conference.htm
or phone the church office at 7531854.

Step study tactic:

Scott Naeger, junior from
Louisville, takes advantage of pleasant weather and Lovett Auditorium's steps while studying Thursday morning.

ACDF group has openings
There are openings in the weekly Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families group.
This group can be comforting,
empowering and even fun for
those coming from troubled backgrounds.

For information contact Dannean Farris at 762-6851.

Cflmpus Briefly is compiled by Assistant College Life Editor Scott Gibson
nnd Assistmtt News Editor Marci
Owen.

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S
EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS." IT IS UPDATED EACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
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bust our bulbs
...for free

Shield Day I 200 I
You or a group of five friends can pose for the
camera and get your picture in this year's
yearbook FOR FREE.
Bring props, friends and your smile to the
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge on
Wednesday, February 7 from I 0 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Prints are available for purchase.

t h• y ..rboo lr. of
mur ray 1tat• univers ity

Transfer "0" will be on June 18.
For further information contact
Shawn Smee at 762-2896 or e-mail
questions to shawn.smee@murraystate .edu.

National Student Exchange Program
Want to study your major at another university?
Wish you could move away for just one semester?
You can!!!! Exchange to a participating college
or university throughout the U.S., Hawaii, or
Puerto Rico and earn MSU credit.

..'=!a.

,

For more information, stop by the Career
Services Office, 21 0 Ordway Hall, and pick
up a NSE. Directory or call Dr. Ross Meloan
at 162-3735.
NSE. Informational Sessions to be Held:
Wednesday, February 7th at 2 p.m.
Thursday, February 15th at 3:30 p.m.
All will be held in the Curris Center,
Tennessee Room.
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SGA, area restaurants
reward designated drivers
BY MARIAH VENARD
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Student Government Association wiU begin reissuing designated driver cards to promote
safety among Murray State students.
The cards will allow students
escorting drinking friends to
receive free non-alcoholic drinks
or appetizers in restaurants serving alcohol, SGA Vice President
Kevin Lowe said.
"We're not asking for nondrinkers, just people that won't
drink for one nigh t," Lowe said.
The cards were developed five
or six years ago by the SGA senate and were last used four years
ago, SGA President Michael
Thorne said.
SGA mailed letters to various
restaurants in the Paducah area
and along the Tennessee border.
Thorne said they are waiting for
responses.
The designated driver cards
will be available in two to three
weeks and Murray State students

can apply for them at the SGA
office. Those applying must have
a v alid driver's license.
"It's nice to have an incentive,"
Lowe said. "Students would be
more willing with designated driver benefits. They are important.
Why not reward them?"
Restaurant and bar owners
agree.
Kay Scarbrough, owner of ZZ's
in Buchanan, Tenn., said the most
important thing is for people to
return home safely. ZZ's admits
those 18 and otder because many
minors drive their older friends.
"We're trying to find a way to
use the cards not only to our
advantage but to the students', to
reward those students that don't
drink and make sure others get
home safe," Scarbrough said.
The Bjg Apple Cafe in Puryear,
Tenn., will also be interested in
rewarding designated drivers,
Skjp Chambers, owner, said.
Lowe said the program should
be easy to maintain when restaurants in Murray are allowed to
sell alcohol.
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•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Jan. 25
1 a.m. john Mahaffey, a non-student, was arrested for DUI in the
Hart College lot.
1:05 p.m. A suspicious smell,
possibly marijuana, was reported on the White College second
floor.
8:21 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of marijuana on the Elizabeth College fourth floor.
10:43 p.m. A person was reported jumping the fence of the Carr
Health construction site.

Friday, Jan. 26
12:00 a.m. The Elizabeth College
residence d irector requested an
officer for a possible d rug-related offense. Upon arrival, the officer could not detect any evidence
of any drug-related incid ent.
2:13 p.m. A subject reported h er
cell phone stolen from the
Regional Special Even ts Center
during the last basketball game.
4:24 p.m . A couple was reported
figh ting in a College Co urts
apartment. The caller said two
children were in the home. The
sheriff's department escorted

subjects to the Calloway County

Jail.
9:38 p.m. A Hart College comp uter lab worker asked two
females to quiet down or leave.
The worker later had to ask them
to leave, and they refused.
10:53 p.m. A Regents College
caller requested an ambulance
because she was having spontaneous nose bleeds.

7:17 p.m. A party was reported
in a Richmond College room.
The residence director asked
everyone to return to his or her
own room.

Monday, Jan. 29

1:52 p.m. A resident adviser
reported a student cut his leg
and needed stitches. The RA
took the student to Murray-Callaway County H ospital and
filled out an incident report.
10:56 p.m. There was a noninjury acciden t in the College
Courts v isitor parking lot.

11:12 a.m. An officer was assisting the Murray Police Department with a missing juvenile.
2:29 p.m. A subject came to Public Safety to report a lost passport. A report was needed for
the subject to obtain a new passport.
4:49 p.m. A student reported a
Charter Communkations vehicle
speeding in the dorm circle.
8:30p.m. An officer was out with
the Murray Police Depar tment
on U.S. 641 for a possible DUI in
front of Martha's Restaurant.

Sunday, Jan. 28

Tuesday, Jan. 30

3:32 a.m. An officer advised that
the new columns on the north
end of Ste"Va.rt Stadium are
blocm g the stop signs.
6:53 p.m. A caller .reported the
smell of m arijuan a from a Hester
College room.

2:26 a.m. A student called to
report several parmg violations
in the dorm circle.
9:43 a.m. Someone cam e to pick
up a Motorola pager at Pu blic
Safety.
4:17 p.m. An officer reported a

Saturday, Jan. 27

person going into a h ouse
through a window on Hamilton
Street. The person said he was
the renter locked ou t of his
house.
6:09p.m . A caller reported a subject about to h ave a seizure in the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. The subject refused
treatment and asked the officer
to take him home.

Wednesday, Jan. 31
1:28 a.m . An individu al in
Franklin College reported 10
hang-up calls in last five minutes. A report was taken.
3:30 a.m. A traffic stop on Chestnut Street led to the a juvenile
female taken into custody. The
juvenile was released to parents.
2:18 p.m. A theft report was
taken at Winslow Dining Hall.
Racer escorts - 0
Motorist assists - 6

Police Beat is compiled by Assistant News Editor Marci Owen
from Public Safety materials. All
dispatched calls are not listed.

AIM ~
The Murray State University Adventures in Math/Science Upward Bound
Program has the following positions available for a six-week summer enrichment
program, June 4-July 13, 2001, working with high school students, 9th- 12th grade,
in an intense math/science concentrated program. Applications are due
February 28, 2001. You may obtain an application in room 303 Ordway Hall
or by downloading an application f01m from the AIMS web page
http;//campus.murraystate.edu/academic/trio/amy.cox/aims.htm.
( 1) Residential Advisor: Live-in position, 24-hour on call, residence hall experience required; proven ability to work with a diverse population of students;
experience in field of working with secondary students preferred.
Must have completed at least two years of college.

The gentlemen of Alpha Sigma Phi are
proud to present the Spring 2001 Xi Class

Matthew McArthy
Kyle Rose

Clay Kesterson
Joshua Rose

.:Ji;i?...

Nathan Carroll AJ\.:'~;;:;;~:. . Jack Henshaw
Ada rJk,fuUer. ,. . . ..i~;;;,~\1f~ff}~?;,:\~~\J.osh:.tSfriith

(2) Teacher Assistants/Research Assistants: work with faculty for math/science
classes. Must have completed at least one year of college; preference given
to math and science majors.
(3) Elective Instructors: Drama, choir. computers, art, physical education.

J

Ettwams.··. :. . ,. ... .·.:··. . . . ·. .. .-,. Brb(:k H:a s
~;·

(4) English, Math, Science, Foreign Language Instructors: Bachelor's degree
required; experience working with secondary children and
diverse populations required.

AIMS is par t of the TRIO programs, federally funded by the United States
Department of Education. Equal education employment opportunities.
MIFID, AA employer.

Completed applications along with resume should be sent to:

AIMS
Attn: Doris Clark-Parham, Director
303 Ordway Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071

Dusttn Croucb. .·.··-..·. . ·:-.... . ....... .....~·...... ·..Blake Robertson

Adam Horrerf.~ ';0.;~f~c~(ii\~~;;G~;G;;;~B&.{iltlhew Hatton
Tony Burba ·~~;ir:;~;~V?''' . .,·~;:w)g~i Fackler
::·.

Justin Partridge

Derek Thompson
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Cards
offer
Question (" lss o -TA'YJ ~0 5)l~f£R! I~ --r~vH
: _ of the -;QESS'·\~ 'n::o~t'l~/@ option for
5c:.t, l ~ol 14ts HEIZ ~. ·. sober drivers
Week "a
Do you use the fitness
centers on campus?

" No, I DON'T.
I'M lAZY."

" Yes

'

TO

WEIGHT TRAIN.
CAN'T FIND

I

ANYTHING ELSE
AND I DON'T
H ISAKI N AKANO
graduate sludent,Japan

WANT TO PAY.

I'M ~O~NA

11

ASK you -ro S T EP
OU\S\PE \\-\E "VEH\CLL.

HAVE

-ro

" No I DON'T
'
USE IT I NEVER
I

HAVE TIME.

11

" Yes, BECAUSE
IT IS FREE AND IT
HAS GOOD
MACHINES AND
GOOD
HOURS. "
seniOr, Jacksonvtl/e, IN.

·®··
. .. . ,.,..·'

" No, I USED
TO WORK THERE
AND

I NEVER

HAVE TIME.

11

hDon't drink and drive" has
been a motto forever branded
into our heads; as children,
pre-teens and teenagers.
As college students, the
phrase may mean even more.
It seems almost every day a
reported drunken driving
incident occurs among college students.
Evidently, we're not the
only ones who have noticed
this.
The Student Government
Association has decided to
reissue designated driver
cards to students w h o offer to
remain sober while driving
their drinking friends to variOUS locations.
Students who have the designated driver card will be
able to receive free non-alcoholic drinks and appetizers at
various locations surrounding the Murray area, including Paducah and the Tennessee border.
An incentive such as this
might be exactly the right
approach for the SGA to take
toward students.
Let's face it. Who really
wants to drive a carload of
drunks around for an entire
night?
That's what we thought.
But
who
wants
free
mozzerella sticks and a
Coke?
Sounds a little bit better.
This might actually be the
best time for the SGA to
revive the program. Since the
restaurant
referendum
recently passed, the time is
right to target drunk drivers.
This program may very well
prevent some potentially
fatal accidents.
Sure, we'd love to see Murray make some headlines.
Let's just make sure it isn't
for the wrong reasons.

Our View
ISSUE:

THE STUDENT
G OVERNMENT
AsSOCIATION IS
REISSUING
DESIGNATED
DRIVER CARDS TO
WI LUNG
STUDENTS.
POSITION:

Now THAT THE
RESTAURANT
REFERENDUM HAS
PASSED, THE SGA
IS DOING A
GOOD JOB AT
TARGETING
POTENTIAL
PROBLEMS.

jASON M c KENDIUE

sophomore, Bsnton
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Proposed contract provides more funding
Our View
Issue:
T HE FACULTY
SENATE HAS
PROPOSED A
NINE-MONTH
CONTRACT FOR
FACULTY.
POSITION:
IMPLEMENTING
THE NEW
CONTRACT
WOULD BENEFIT
PROFESSORS,
STUDENTS AND
THE U NIVERSITY.

In terms of technology,
teaching techniques and
communication, it seems
Mu rray State h as jumped
on the veritable bandwagon of collegiate progress in
the United States.
But one issue remains at
hand. Faculty Senate President Bill Call said it is an
issue that apparently 94
percent of other universities in America don't have
to face.
This issue is faculty contracts.
As it stands righ t now,
faculty
members
are
signed onto what is
referred to as a "10-month
contract."
But, if they change to a
nine-month contract, it
may prove b eneficial to
faculty, students and the
Un iversity overall.
Why?
The reason is th is. Some

faculty members are paid
the remaining two-months
of the yea r to conduc t
research at th e University.
If moved to a nine-month
contract, they could be
paid fo r three months by
research grants for their
time.
The research faculty
members conduct isn't
funded by the University,
b ut instead by various
research grants. Faculty
may be allotted more
fun ding if th ey had more
time for research.
The University would
benefit from the indirect
fu n ds it would receive.
And it would be a llotted
another month to receive
the fu nding.
The students would benefit fo r several reasons. For
example, students interested in research might be
hired to assist the profes-

sors in their research.
First, the University
would inevitably attract
more professors who have
an interest in researchbased teaching.
These professors would
clearly be more likely to
work at a University with
a nine-month con tract
than with a 10-month contract.
And if 94 percent of universities
are
already
implementing this contract, the competition
must already be pretty
stiff.
Why hasn' t the ninemonth
contract
been
passed yet? Who knows. It
was endorsed by the Facu lty Senate in April of
1999.
It seems that the otherside of the nine-month
contract is minimal.
In fact, the only draw-

back for the University
would be a one-year transition period, when th e
accounting and payroll
department would be
given time to adjust.
In terms of the faculty,
they would have to adjust
to a new pay scale.
But, this all seems relatively minor when considering the benefits to the
students, faculty and the
University by passing the
contract.
Surely, th e admi nistration has had p lenty of ti.m e
to sit and weigh these pros
and cons of passing the
contract.
So, back to the question
at hand. Why h asn't any
action been taken?
If the administration
wants to emphasize s taying on the cutting edge,
this would definitely be a
step in the right direction.

OPIED
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Superficial Web site offers amusement
In My
Opinion

LOREE
STARK

" NoT TO
MENTION THE
WHOLE IDEA
THAT THE
ENTIRE THING
JUST MIGHT BE
ENOUGH TO
MAKE HOWARD
illRNGO
BACK AND
RE-EXAMINE HIS
MORAL
CODE."

Tell me ... am I hot or not?
This was the question posed to
me upon entering www.amihotornot.com. And if this leading
question was any indicator, I was
sure to be bombarded by an environment of Internet trash comparable to Fox's "Temptation Island."
Always trust your first instinct.
At first glance, the www.amihotornot.com Web site seems to be no
more than your average Web-space
filler. The site itself contains pictures of both malt."S and females, a
rating scale of one to 10 that encompasses standards based only on aesthetic value, and of course, the ability to rate others and track your
own rdtings. Not to mention the
whole idea that the entire thing just
might be enough to make Howard
Stern go back and re-examine his
moral code.
So where does this leave me? As a
student journalist fully conscious of
both my moral standards and
ethics, the entire concept of
www.amihotomot.com is nothing
short of absolutely appalling.
Giving individuals a numerical
rating based solely on one image
they have projected onto a Web site
is superficial, shallow, and if noth-

ing else, just one more giant step
toward a societal downfall.
And 1 absolutely love it.
Yes, I admit it. I am (or was) a
closet "Am I Hot or Not" addict.
For the past week, I have found
myself consistently stealing time to
devote to the Web site in between
classes, before r go to sleep or basically anytime an Internet connection is within a S-mile radius.
Is this because I'm a sick, sad
Internet junkie who gets a power
trip from rating people solely on
their appearance with absolutely no
compassion for whatever potential
personality traits or non-physical
attributes they might be able to
offer the world?
Well, not completely.
And if that was true, I would simply say to chalk me right up next to
the other 512,500,000 whose votes
had been counted by 7:15 p.m.
Wednesday.
You see, cigarettes have nicotine.
Coca-Cola has caffeine. Carmex has
that stuff in it that makes our lips
tingle. And, like every other product on the market, www.amihotomot.com has that one ingredient,
or hook, you might say, that keeps
people coming back.

When the Web site first opens up,
you arc presented with your first
random picture (victim may be
more appropriate).
The curiosity of how this person
rated sparks in your mind. You
can't tell by looking at the margins
of the screen. The trick, you see, is
to place your vote.
Mission accomplished, right?
You vote, see how the person rated
on " scale of one to 10 and flee from
the Web site (and the evil moral sin
of it all) as fast as you can, before
your roommate peeks over your
shoulder and catches you in engaging in such debauchery.
Oh, no. It isn't over yet.
True, when you rate the person
on the first screen, their score pops
up on the next screen. But it's
directly next to a full page p hoto of
the next victim. Can you quit now?
No. You just have to know. Compared to what other people are rating this person, how would your
rating stand? The thought boils and
festers in your mind un til ... click ...
you've brought yourself to the next
person.
And the vicious cycle continues.
I have to ad mit www.amihotornot.com became much more

Musicians sell out
for halftime show
It started out innocently enough.

In My
Opinion

G REG
STARK

"BELIEVE IT OR
N OT, BEFORE
THE GAME,

I

WAS LOOKING
FORWARD TO
THE SHOW."

TheE-Trade Super Bowl Halftime
Show (I nearly forgot to mention,
presented by MTV), began with Ben
Stiller playing a 21st--century version of famous concert promoter
Bill Graham. He gave instructions
to Aerosmith and N'Sync about
how to train and get ready for their
big performance, which was seen
by millions of people around the
world.
It went downhill from there.
Chris Rock (annoying all the
timt>) and Adam Sandler (annoying
75 percent of the time) tried to provide humor for the rest of the introductory segment of the show, but it
was too late. It was already headed
for the oblivion of being the worst
halftime show in bowl history, and
that includes the college Humanitarian Bowl in Boise, Idaho.
To begin the actual performance,
N'Sync ran out to the stage, followed by hordes of screaming
female fans. The fans, of course,
were paid to be on the field and
make it look like N'Sync has a huge
Beatlesque followi ng. (I reali2e that
I just put N'Sync and the Beatles in
the same sentence. Please disregard .) Any attempt to make this
here today, gone tomorrow boy
band look like the greatest group of
all time is appalling.
N'Sync began its performance by
dancing to its mega-hit "Bye Bye
Bye (Bye Bye)." Whether or not the
members .sang it is questionable.
Aerosmith's high point of the show
was its performance of the its popular song from the "Armageddon"
soundtrack, "I Don't Want To Miss
A Thing."
The show quickly hit a sour note
at the end of N'Sync's other sensation that's sweeping the teenage
nation, " It's Gonna Be Me." Instead
of justin Timberlake's whiny, p repubescent voice piping out the ending title, Steven Tyler screamed o u t
"IT'S GONNA BE ME!" in his
trademark screech, which d id him,
Acrosmith, N'Sync and the song
less justice than it already had,
which is a bold statement.
After that moment, I heard the
simultaneous click of many
remotes, either switching off televisions or switching to another channel.
But I remained brave and le t the
TV trudge on to the g rand finale of
the show, where all of the performers gathered on stage and sang
Acrosmith's "Walk This Way."
That's where it got even worse,
and more confusing.
First Britney Spears appeared in a
football-style shirt, cut off to show
her midriff and belly button, and

began moving arou nd the stage,
trying to quickly mumble the
words. Then Mary J. Blige came
o u t, singing the lyrics more coheren tly.
Fina lly, in the last verse of the
song, some guy named Nelly came
out in a special jerseY, made up for
the occasion, whkh feahtred the
look of both the Balti mo~~ Ravens
and the New York Gtants, split
down the middle. Nelly rapped and
mumbled the lyrics more incoherently than Spears did . By the way,
the jersey featured the No. 20 on the
front and the No. 17 on thl" back.
After that, the show, which one
colleague described a:. "the most
despicable use of the television airwaves since its invention" came to
an end. I don't know which
moment will stand out for me,
either when N'Sync or Acrosmith
warmed up for the perform.1nce
singing "Dude Looks Like A Lady"
or when Timberlake shot sparks out
of his right hand during the middle
of the show.
Believe it or not, before the game,
1 was looking forward to the show.
1 thought it would be an opportunity for Aerosmith to show these
teenybopper bands how to rock. I
was wrong. Aerosmith instead
descended to the level of these
bands. They completely sold out to
the MTV system. I thought Aerosmith would dominate the show,
with the other performers in the
background.
Those expectations left me nothing but lost and brokenhearted .

Commercials also
were disappointing
Most years when I watch the
Super Bowl, I stay in the living room
and I don't change channels.
This year, I found myself almost
tempted to change during the commercials. But I stayed on CBS, hoping against hope that the commercia ls would get better, but, like the
halftime show, they were disappointing.
One bright spot stuck out during
the breaks. It was Bob Dole, walking
on a beach, talking about his nice,
blue friend. When we all thought it
was going to be about the nice, blue
pill he had previously ad\·ertised
for, out of the middle-of-nowhere
appeared a can of Pepsi.
That was very funny. But most of
the commercials were devoid of any
creativity, much like the last few
paragraphs I stuck on the end of this
commentary.

Greg Stark is the assodate ecfilor for
"Thl! Murray Stale Nrws."
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engaging after my boyfriend and I,
in a state of boredom, decided to
post his picture on the Web site.
Throughou t the days that followed, using a special login name
and password, we tracked his
photo as 333 (the max vote for men)
people voted on how he fared
among the other men of the Web ·
site.
And, in a purely shallow, superficial boast, I am proud to say that he
is a 9.4 on a scale of one to 10. In
fact, after the 333rd person voted,
Kris' tracking page was complete
with the statement, "You are hotter
tha n 93 percent of the men on this
site."
True, in terms of men, we came
across quite a few more pot-bellied,
balding older men than we d id
young, sculptured Adonises, and
neither of us are exactly sure how
accurate the rating system is.
Somehow I don't think such a
minor detail as accuracy is a priority to this Web site.
After playing "Am I Hot or Not"
for so long, it tends to overlap into
the rest of your life. Kris and J were
talking in the hallway in front of the
newsroom last week when an
unsuspecting female walked by. In

mid-conversation, my boyfriend
whispered "seven."
When I questioned him about his
odd statement, he simply replied , '1
can't help it. I want to rate everyone
now."
Yeah. That's probably not so
healthy.
To answer a couple of quick questions: No, I do not think you should
judge an individual solely on their
looks. And yes, I agree that something of this nature isn't promoting
a more humane society.
But if someone is willing to post
their picture, I'm willing to rate it.
Amihotornot.com? 1 give it a 10.

Loree·Stark is the viewpoint editor for
''The Murray State News."
Next week viwpoint editor Loree
Stark and photographer Laura
Deatofl put their looks to the test
wlten they post their pictures on "Am
I Hot or Not'' to see how tltey rate. fs
it really all about looks? By putting
two extremely differtmt photos ofeach
pason on the site, it will become
apparent whether facial features really determine if someoue is "hot or
not."
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Road rage not exclusive to highways:·
I

Reality bites! Sometimes I
wish I could slip into television reality and slide down
to Hazzard County, where
the the men drive fast and
Daisy is always ready to
bring you another beer.
Oh yeah, and the people
are nice to each other. What
a lost concept. They don't
get an urge to put the
smack down every time
some sm.11l thing goes
wrong.
By the looks of the town
square here in Murray, you
wouldn't think we were fa r
from that lifestyle, but
we're millions of miles from
that simple life. About the
onJy thing we have in common with it is dirty politics
and corrupt police depart·
ments.
Rage is a disease that's
rampant here in Hometown, U.S.A., in case you
ha\·en' t noticed yet. You
can't drive across town
without being honked at for
some
minor
driving
mishap. Why is that?
The hom should be used
for emergencies or saying
hello (and maybe for the
jogger with the tight bod).
But for some reason many
people have been using

them to make me crazy. It
must be a conspiracy.
I realize that there are
some congested intersections and some aggravating
areas, bu t in the grand
scheme of things, you can
go anywhere in town in a
matter of a few minutes.
So why is it something to
get all irate and fly the dirty
bird about~ Could we take a
Valium and just calm down
for a minute?
The road is not the only
place you run into thiS
p roblem though, it's everywhere. Go to Wal-Mart.
Recently, some lady actually had the gall to move
my cart out of line while I
was looking for a pack of
gum right next to it. Now, I
wanted to release the rage
of a 12-year-old N'Sync fan
when they just heard you
called Justin gay on her. But
what's the point, it gets you
nowhere.
I per.50nally believe if you
have rage, you should go
hunting and release lt on
innocent animals instead of
taking it out on fellow
humans who could possibly go postal.
Maybe that's where the
country has gone wrong.

We don't kill enough deer
and buffalo anymore. I'm
with Ted Nugent, a kid
killing a deer is a kid that's
not killing me. And that,
my friends, is a good thing.
Yes, it's a rather unfortunate situation for the animals, but we've got serious
problems here.
If the whole animal
killing thing doesn't work
out for you, here's another
idea. Get a job at a newspaper and write an article that
mocks the people · who
drive down the street honking their horn at every
missed signal and shoving
their middle finger out at
every left tum.
If you're one of tho~e
people, take the time to look
in the mirror and laugh at
yourself if you can, because
you 've totally missed what
life is about.
As for the way things are
in Hazzard and the idea of
respecting people, the Duke
lifestyle is more lifeless than
Tom Wopat's music career,
and Daisy is now older and
plumper than your mom.

I

In My
Opinion

BRAD
CECIL

"RAGE IS A
DISEASE THAT'S
RAMPANT
HERE IN
HO METOWN,

U.S.A."

Brad Cecil is the advertising
manager for "Tite Murray
State Neu.~. "
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Accounting majors offer Ag school goes high-tech wit'h new lab
free income tax assistance
BY LESLIE HAVILAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

THE
VOLUNTEER
INCOME TAX
ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM
OFFERS ITS
SERVICE TO
STUDENTS
AND LOWINCOME
TAXPAYERS.

BY MARCI OWEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Nausea, sweaty palms, a rapid
ht•artbeat and nails gnawed to the
quick are the symptoms of income
tax time. The signs are familiar, but
not everyone knows a free remedy
is offered at Murray State.
The accounting honor society,
Beta AJpha Psi, and the accounting
department started the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program 20
years ago.
"Students need to know if their
parents claim them as a dependent,
and many aren't sure," said David
Hatcher, senior from Frankfort and
Beta AJpha Psi president.
Floyd Carpenter, accounting
professor, Silid students must have
certain documents, such as their
W2 and federal and state tax forms.
VITA is available to any lowincome taxpayer in the community. Accounting majors at Murray
State prepare tax returns without a
charge.
"It gives the students who volunteer a lot of experience because
they see a variety of different situations," Hatcher said. "It gives
them on-the-job training without
actually working somewhere."
· Hatcher said many students
have been concerned with how to
prepare their income taxes when
they are employed in a state differ-

ent from where they are residents.
Certified Public Accountant Sandra Boyd said it would be advisable for students who are not
claimed as dependents by their
parents to seek professional tax
help.
"For these students, there are
education credit~ available in addition to deductions for student loan
interest," Boyd said.
For students who do not choose
to utilize the VITA program, federal tax forms can be acquired at the
Internal Revenue Service and stilte
tax forms at the Kentucky Revenue
Cabinet.
Hatcher said people filing without help should read the instructions carefully and have oomeone
else check them.
"The possibility of getting
money back is always good for college students, but it is also good
preparation for what you will have
to do in the future," he said.
Carpenter encourages students
not to put off preparing their
income taxes.
"The sooner you file them, the
sooner you get that check," he
said. Carpenter said otudcnts
who try filing their own taxes and
have difficulties can always
receive help from VITA. Assistance will be available every Friday until April 13, except March
16 and 23, in the Business Building
room 353.

Murray State University
Housing/Residence Life

Students in David Ferguson's
crop science class will no longer
have to settle for his seed drawings.
New technology in the School of
Agriculture allows students and
professors to take microscopic pictures of seeds and project them
onto a television screen.
Ferguson, assistant agriculture
professor, said the new technology,
"Video Flex," will aid his teaching
technique.
"It makes teaching minute structures easier and with less time,"
Ferguson said.
Video Flex looks just like a microscope, but has a camera inside that
projects the image to a television
screen for students to use in class.
The objects seen on Video Flex can
be saved in a computer system ,mJ
put on Murray State's E-Studics
Center. Ferguson said this feature
allows students to study the item:-.
while at home or late at night.
"Before, computers weren't
strong enough for the precision
agriculture i!pplications software,"
Ferguson said.
Luke Willett, senior agronomy
major from Cunningham, agrees.
"Being able to see actual insect
specimens and see the parts is very
informative instead of using photocopies and pictures in textbooks,"
he said.
The new equipment replaced
CO-ROMs, which cost $150 each.
Ferguson said because of copyright

LAW SCHOOL IN YOUR FUTURE?
MSU's Student Pre-Law Assoc. will
meet on Tue., Feb. 6, at 3:30 p.m.
in the Mississippi Room, 3rd floor
of the Curris Center to discuss •••

Do you need a job this summer?
Do you want to take summer
school while you work?

• Mailroom Worker
• Summer Youth Program Desk Worker
• Summer Youth Program (Camp) Counselor
• Housing Office Worker
If you are interested in app ly ing for
any of these s u mmer positions, p lease
stop by the Housing Office a n d f ill out
a n application.

• It's E~s'1~

• It's (o""~"'~"t'

1. Law School Assessment Test (LSAT)
preparation methods

We have employment
opportunities for you!

• Summer Resident Advisors
• Summer Desk Workers
• Residential College Security Guard
• Maintenance Handyman

Karri Kubeck/The News

David Ferguson, assistant agriculture professor, demonstrates "Video
Flex" technology, which allows students a nd professors to view a seed
under a microscope and project its image onto a television screen.
laws, the University could not copy The laptops are similar to those
the CD-ROMs and buying a copy available in Waterfield Library.
for each student was expensive.
They have rildio frequency, which
Video Flex costs $1,300 and was allows students to function online
purchased with a $100,000 technol- without connecting to a telephone
ogy grant from the United States line.
Tobacco Company, Ferguson said.
The laptops are used in precision
Tony Brannon, School of Agricul- agriculture, which focuses on using
ture coordinator of academic pro- Global Positioning Satellites and
grams, wrote a proposal for the Geographical Information Systems.
grant.
The technulogy allows students to
The grant was also used to buy view the yield and the number of
new laptops and equipment in the bushels per acre at different locaagriculturl! education lab in the tion~ within the field, Ferguson
Oakley Applied Science Build ing. said.

2. Spring semester agenda

OPEN TO ALL - Call Dr. Joe Chaney if you
have any questions. 762-3459

HaPPY Hour
Tues. · Sun. 6 · 7 P.m.
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"Alittle ol' bar in Tennessee"

•

!ffi®'-900

14 miles Sout h of Mur r ay
121 s .. 1 mile Past state line
(90 1) 232-8585

Sat •• Feb. 3

Last Train
2ferTuesday

Games and Prizes
2Cheeseburgers for $4
$2 Cover • 2 Longnecks for $3
2Pitchers for $5 • OJ &Dancing

HIGH-SPEED IN TERNET
AND

CABLE TELEVISION
IS NOW AVAILABLE! !
Benefit from the following:
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>::Free Installation
r::·Competitive Rates
*'One payment for all MES Services!
~:Phones

answered 24 hours by personnel

Call Today to Make an Appointment!

753-5312
ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
PO Box 1095 401 Olive Street Murray Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5312
Fax: (270) 753-&494

Call

Today~

793-8111
141 3 Olive B l vd . • Murray, KY

uopnting Tonight"
at the Cheri Theatre
Sponso':ed by: New Life Cltristian Bookstore
Court Squan; M urray
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Applebee's franchiser: 30 percent no problem Council passes first reading
BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

The vice president of the
franchiser opening Applebee's
in Murray said a 30 percent
maximum on alcohol sales is
not a new concept for the
restaurant chain.
"We have no difficulty qualifying for a 30 percent maximum limit on alcohol sales,"
said Bill Hilliard, Thomas and
King, Inc. vice president. "We
don't exceed that percentage of
alcohol sales in any of our
stores and wouldn't expect to
do so in Murray, Ky."
Murray residents passed a
restaurant referendum Nov. 7
that allows establishments with
a 100-person seating capacity to
serve liquor by the drink. The
alcohol sales are not allowed to
exceed 30 percent of the total
revenue.
Based in Lexington, Thomas
and King operates 74 Applebee's restaurants across the

United States and is working to
open a Murray location in
about one year.
Hilliard said Applebee's
employees continually track
their food and alcohol sales.
Store records show the restaurants compiled less than a 20
percent average on alcohol
sales nationwide.
"We have those numbers
readily available at all time~, "
he said.
Likewise, El Tequila owner
Rodorofo Domingez said alcohol sales in that restaurant
chain tend to be 25 to 30 percent of the total sales. El Tequila, which recently opened on
12th Street in Murray, has other
restaurants in Crossville, Tenn.,
and Metropolis, Ill.
"ln Tennessee and in rninois,
it's normally 70 to 75 percent of
food, and the rest is alcohol,"
Domingez said.
Having restaurants as the
sole source of alcohol in a city is
a first for Kentucky. Murray
City Administrator Don Elias

said it is too early to tell how
that factor will affect restaurant
alcohol sales.
"If we're uncomfortable with
the types of sales going on ...
we'll encourage them to change
their pattern of sales so they'll
meet that 70-30 requirement,"
he said.
Hilliard said Applebee's
offers alcohol as a convenience
to its customers. Operating in a
town where restaurants are the
sole source of alcohol will not
cause sales of alcoholic beverages to increase, he said.
"I wouldn't expect having a
restaurant there would alter the
behavior of those people who
have been drinking in their
home or with friends," I HI liard
said. "We are a restaurant first
and foremost. We are not a bar.
"We have a happy hour and
we're enthusiastic about our
alcohol sales, but our alcohol
sales are a part of a dining
experience in a restaurant."
Thomas and King filed a
public notice in the "Murray

of restaurant liquor ordinance

Ledger & Times" on Jan. 17,
which was the first step in
acquiring a liquor license for an
Applebee's to be located at 807
Wal-Mart Drive. After the public notice was printed, residents
have 30 days to voice any concerns to the st.1tc Alcoholic Beverage Control office in Frankfort.
According to the law, the
state administrator, which in
Murray would be Elias, can
prohibit an establishment from
obtaining a liquor license at his
discretion. Factors such as traffic, future growth and the
financial potential of the area
are taken into consideration.
Elias said Thomas and King
chose a site located in a business district, designed for
establishments such as Applebee's.
Hilliard said Applebee's
International is currently
reviewing the property on WalMart Drive to determine if it
meets developmental and construction guidelines.

BY Russ OATES
CoPY EDITOR

The ordinance allowing the sale of
liquor by the drink passed its first
bureaucratic hurdle at the Murray
City Council meeting Jan. 25.
While the ordinance passed easily,
two amendments met some discussion. One passed, the other did not.
Council Member Dan Miller introduced an amendment that would
allow restaurants to serve alcohol until
1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. The
amendment failed with little discussion and a 4-7 vote with one abstention.
"I think the reason the voters in
Murray passed this resolution in the
first place was to allow them to go out
and have a drink with a ruce meal,"
Miller said when introducing his
amendment to the council.
Council Member Jay Morgan introduced a second amendment to the
ordinance that would increase the regulatory tax on restaurants serving
alcohol from 7 to 8 percent.

When explaining the initial ordinance, City Administrator Don Elias
said the sale of alcohol would cost the
city of Murray $26,000 in operational
costs. The figure was .1n estimate
based on costs other cities incurred
when irutially allowing alcohol s.1les.
A 7 percent regulatory tax would pro·
duce an estimated $22,000, he said.
Morgan said he did not want to
· enter an endeavor with a projected
$4,000 deficit. By increasing the t.1x by
1 percent, the projected deficit would
only be $400. After brief discussion,
the amendment passed with nn 8-4
vote.
"On a $2 alcoholic ~everagc it only
means another two pennies," Morgan
said in an interview after the meeting.
"Instead of $2.14, it would be $2.16. It's
a small price to pay to make the budget work."
The city council will hear a second
reading of the liquor-by-the-drink
ordinance at its Thursday meeting at 5
p.m. The ordinance must undergo two
readings before it becomes law.
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This year give your Valentine
so mething they really wanla gift certificate to
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1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
767-0760

+ Massage Therapy+ Facials+ Paraffin Therapy
+ Aromatherapy + Sugaring
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PAPER SALE!
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Huge Selection on
All-You-Can-Eat Buffet

(160 oz.) LIOUID -or- (42 Use) TABL.TS

99

B$199

Fomily Pok
(pound)

99

B$

each

:=::.:.,:-~:.:-=:.::.-:

WITH I'LUS CAIID

GROUND
SIRLOIN

TIDE
DETERGENT
(47 to 60 Use) POWD•R;

WITH PLUS CAIID

KROGER

CANNED
VEGETABLES
Stlected Varieties

I 12 to 1S.2S ox. can)
WITH PlU$ CARD

10% Discounted Price
Lunch- $4.95

·&g~

THIGHS •Or·
DRUMSTICKS

TYSON IUM80 PACK
(pound)

STAR KIST
CHUNK LIGHT

TUNA

Pocked In Oil or Water
(6 oz. con)

WITH PlUS CARD

WITH PlUS CARD

WITH PLUS CARD

Olympic Plaza
759-4653

Sunday Beer
Is Here!

HALF PORK LOIN

COCA COLA

SPRIT•; Reg., Diet ·or- Caffeine Free

MOIST & TENDER® ·BtJNaUISS·

$

99

B12$ 77
PACK

12 oz.
cons

lb.
WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PLUS CAIID

WHOLE SIRLOIN TIP
USDA CHOICE

!Nl©W O~®flil~~ ..

WITH PLUS CARD

GREEN CABBAGE

JUMBO CANTALOUPES

Fresh

Stll.ll IN BAG IINI.V

Fresh, Vine Ripe II Sllte

~$188

Sundays Noon until 10 p.m.

~

Monday thru Saturday 7:30 a.m. - Midnight
Located 7 miles south of Murray on Hwy 641 South • Near Puryear, TN

lb.

WITH PLUS CARD

SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST

M

for

USDA CHOICE
(pound )

fi!l$199

WITH PLUS CARD

Mild •or· Hot
(31b. box)

§~599

...o.....

US No.1
(fOUl. 8Ac:)

WITH PlUS CARD

WITH PLUS CARD

IUY 1, Get 1

BELL
PEPPERS

ROYAL REO

WITH PlUS CARD

OIJANTITV RG>ft'S P£5t!MO

kNIICU)'IIOOf.llt. U. ctrv'JII!~Am

uoo;tflr c '"'.W•~..,..,

MURRAY, KY

RED
FLAME
GRAPES

RED
POTATOES

WITH PLUS CARD

WILLIAMS
SAUSAGE
PATTIES

WITH PLUS CARD

•

FLORIDA
STRAWBERRIES
Red, Ripe
(16 01· plcg.)

WITH PlUS CARD

WITH PI.US CARD

A Perfect, E:IS}' Gift f(tr any occa.-.lon ...
lhe New KRUGER Glf"l' CARD.
How •"•ll•ble •« Ute c:llec:lcl•n••
•nd throuellout Cit• store.
IS.. ltote Fa.- Dei111••
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Disney World offers student employment, credit
YUSUKE MORITA
CONTRIBUliNG WRITER

Florida's Walt Disney World, a mecca
for tourists, has become a place of
employment for thousands of college
students.
Disney offers working opportunities
every semester through its College Program. To apply for positions for the fa ll
of 2001, students must attend a presentation April 2 and have an on-campus
interview April 3.
Karen Hill, junior from Paducah, had
• been to Disney World three or four
times before she worked at Magic Kingdom-one of the theme parks-last fall.
Hill said more than 2,000 college students work in the program every semester, in addition to international s tudents.

"Disney is very big on diversity," Hill
said.
Hill learned in mandatory seminars
how Disney conducts business and how
to acquire the best guest satisfaction,
which she said is the No. 1 concern for
the company in a ll of their parks around
the globe.
"It's amazing how much they (Disney) own/' she said.
Hill said she worked in an attraction
usually between ~0 and 35 hours per
week.
In addition to working in attractions,
other p rogram participants work in
culinary assistance, custodial, full-service food and beverage, hospitality,
housekeeping, life guarding, merchandise, park greeting, quick-service food

and beverage, recreation and transportation.
Justin Rouse, senior from Murray,
worked in attraction and custodial
areas. He said he enjoyed his time at
Disney last fall.
"My goal right now is to first graduate, have an opportunity to work for the
company and work my way up to the
management field," Rouse said.
Rouse said he went to theme parks
when he was not working. Cast members, which is the Disney term for
employees, can enjoy all attractions for
free and buy all products at a 25 percent
discount, he said . They can also enter
eight nightclubs for free on Monday and
Thursday nights.
The program participants li\'c in com-

pany housing. The company provides
free transportation to and from work
and 24-hour security for the apartments.
They e ven provide educational
opportunities at Disney University,
allowing college students to earn some
credit during the program.
Heather Skees, junior from Eli7..abethtown, received three credit hours from
Murray State while working at Disney.
Skees worked ,l:-; a hostess in a rcstau·
rant during the spring of 1999 and has
been a campus representative since she
finished .
"Basically our job is to market the program, to give out information abl)Ut the
program and try to help recruit people
to come to a major presentation," she
said.

Skees said she and other two representatives, Rouse and Kendra Bryant,
senior from Benton, will prepare for the
)'..pr:il 2 prt.>sentation, which w ill be held
at 5 p .m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium,
by h.wing information sessions and
posting posters on campus in March.
Jeff Tassett, Walt Disney World college recruiter, said the program is a
great opportunity not only for working,
but also for networking and learning . •
Tassett said students interested in the
program should prepare for th e p resen ·
tation and the interview, as they would
for professional interviews. A resume is
not required, but students must apply
online before the presenta tion.
For
more
informatio n,
visit
http:/ / www.wdwcollegeprogram.com.

Jobs boom in area Camp jobs provide play, paycheck
during summer
BY EMILY BLACK

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY WINDY MOHEAD
STAFF WRITER

Students wanting to avoid
repeating the Winter Break
boredom in their hometowns have many opportunities for summer employment in Murray.
The University and several local businesses must fill
spots vacated by students
who leave town for the
summer. While the weather
is still dreary, it is not too
early to be making summer
plans.
"The key to getting a job
on campus is to start early,"
said
Gina
Winchester,
Career Services assistant
director and co-op coordinator.
Offices on campus begin
staffing for the summer and
fall in April and early May.
The University alone has 50
to 80 positions that stud ents
can fill, Winchester said.
A complete and up-todate listing of openings
exists on the Career Services

Web site a t http:/ /camp us.murraystate.ed u/ career
services.htm
Students who want to
avoid campus a re not witho ut options. l ocal businesses need summer help.
''During the summer time
and at Christmas we're at
high staffing," said Shane
Hill, Wal-Mart assistant
manager.
Wal-Mart begins hiring
for summer in March and
April.
Briggs and Stratton Company,
another
major
employer in Murray, has a
need for workers in the
summer as well.
"After school lets out, we
have ·more than a need for
employees," said Corey
Davis, Briggs and Stratton
employee relations coordinator.
Career Services has applications for the U.S. Census
Bur eau, Millennium Teteservices Company, l owe's,
Dawahares and many other
local businesses.

Many students seek an alternative to the
rigors of arademia when the semester ends.
Unfortunately, many students must earn
money during the summer to pay for the rigors of academia. Can a compromise be
reached?
Many students think they have found the
perfect mix of work c1nd rest as camp counselors.
"Being a camp counselor was definitely a
lot more fun than most of the other jobs that
l've had," said Elissa Francis, junior from
Hopkinsville, w ho spent one

of her summers at Camp W.O.W in Murray.
"The kids were great and I really enjoyed
knowing that 1 had helped provi~e them "''ith
a fun summer."
Working at a summer camp gives students
the chance to participate in activities that
most summer jobs do not. Swimming, canoeing, hiking and other sports are common
activities at most summer camps. Many
camps also have programs for the children in
acting, arts and crafts and choir.
Summer camps can be found in almost any
location. Many, like Camp W.O.W., a re located nl•ar Murray. Other opportunities exist for
students
who
/",..-

.. .

would prefer traveling. Nathan Bailey, gradu~
ate student from Hopkinsville, spent h is sum·
mer in New York as a group leader a t Echo
lake South Wood.
While camp counseling is a fun way to
spend a summer, it is often not the m ost profitable. But most agree the experience more
than makes up for the lesser paycheck.
"The pay was adequate, bu t the lessons l
learned in patience and time m anagement
with the kidb were more valuable tha n the
money," Bailey said.
Students interested in working at a summe r
camps may phone Career Services at 762-3801
for a listing of camps currently seeking summer counselors.
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The
Wee
Ahead
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A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• AdmissionsApplications for
master's degree
are due in the
Admissions and
Registrar's Office.
• Cinema
I nterna tiona lGerman
film
"Jacob the Liar,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Cinema
InternationalGerman
film
"Jacob the Liar,"
Curris
Center
Theiltcr, 7;30 p.m.
Free admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 a.m.
Rides to your
church aft('rward .
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellow s hip
house, 7 p.m.

•E:xhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M . Eagle Art
Gallery.
• PRSSA- Public
Relations Student
Society of America meeting, Wilson 212, 4 p.m.
•Recital- Guest
artist
recital,
Kelly Johnson on
clarinet, Performing Arts Hall, 8
p.m. Frt>e admission
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Cllrris
Center Missi~sip
pi Room, 9 p.m.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Play"The Adventures
of Stuart Little,"
Lovett Auditorium, 9:30a.m. and
12:30
p .m.
Admission free
with Racercard.
• Pre-Law
AssociationMeeting, Curris
Center Mississippi Room, 3:30
p.m.
• Black Student
CouncilMeeting, Curris
Ccnter Barkley
Room, 6p.m.

• Piay"The Adventures
of Stuart Little,"
Lovett Auditorium, 9:30 a.m. and
12!30
p.m.
Admission free
with Racercard.
• Blood driveCurris
Center
Ballroom, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Spon. sored by Student
Government
Association.
• Ethnic
program- Money
and
Economic
Power in the
African-Ame r ican Community,
Curris
Center
Mississippi
Room, 7 p.m.
Free admission.

• Plant saleCurris Center, 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• Piay"The Adventures
of Stuart Little,"
Lovett A uditorium, 9:30 a.m. and
12:30p.m. Admission free witt\
Racercard.
• Blood driveCurris
Center
Ballroom, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Sponsored by Student
Government
Association.
• Cinema
Jn ternati o nalJrani an film "The
Silence," Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

Gaming association provides alternative entertainment
BY SCOTT

GIBSON

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Trying to prevent the campus from
being a suitcase college and reduce trips
South, the Murray State University Gaming Association offers students a chance to
get together to play games.
"What we are trying to do with this club
is to provide people with something fun
so they don't have to go down to Puryear
or Paris to get wasted," MSUGA President
Gunter Moller said.
MSUGA, which was organized in October, offers a wide range of game..:; for
members to play. Members have the
opportunity to bring in their own g<lmes
and gaming systems if they want, Moller
said.
"We play everything from computer
games and board games to cards and role
playing games," Moller, sophomore from
Murray, said. "We basically get together

with people and play what they want to
play."
Two Saturdays a month, MSUGA has
open gaming in the Curris Center. Last
Saturday members met to play in a
PlayStation 2 tournament.
The double-elimination tournament,
which lasted six hours, was played in the
Curris Center Mississippi Room. Tournament contestants played Madden NI;L
2001.
Jason Bil1ingsley, senior from Buncombe
Ill., won the tournament with the Chicago
Bears after winning four different games.
He won a $15 On Cue gift certificate for
his victory.
MSUGA members have also expressed
interest in playing paint ball and watching
movies, in addition to computer and
board games. Moller recently teamed up
with joe Pence, senior from Owensboro
and Murray Independent Film Association president, to present Anime Night.

Ryan

The two decided to present a series of
Anime films at the Curris Center Theater.
The films can be seen the last Monday
each month from 6 to 10 p .m ..
"We chose to show them once a month
so people don't get bored with it," Pence
said. "Plus it's kind of hard to get the Curris Center Theater."
The group also tric:. to snow a variety of
Anime films to its audience, Pence said.
"We switch it up, so that the first film of
the night is one that is known and the second one may not be as well known," he
said.
Regular club meetings are the second
Tuesday of each month in the Curris Center Mississippi Room; however, this month's meeting will be reb. 8 in the Ten~
nessee Room.
Member fee~ are $5 for students and $10
for non-students. Anyone who is not a
student or member does not have the ability to vote or hold nn office, Moller said.

Broo~The

News

Greg Gates,
junior from St.
Louis, participates In the
PlayStatlon 2
tournament
hosted by the
Murray State
University
Gaming Association on Saturday in the
Curris Center.
Gates' St.
Louis Rams
lost in the last
minute 24-21 .
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Schoo(•s Hard Enough ...
Features Include...
• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available - You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
•Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO
& Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling
fans in all bedrooms and
living room

At Least One Decision is a No-Drainer

Murray

Place

Luxury Living for College Students

Sign before February for special rates.
Rent starting at $265 per month.

759-3003

Conqttandanons ro rbe new
Alpha rau Omeqa ple3qe cWs

GammaMu
Ky l e Congdon
M i c hael Cotthoff
Ch a d F ogle
Ia n Gaz
Mi c a h G i l ss on
Tren t Haddock
O liv e r Mills
P a t ri ck Nail
Ben Ral s ton
Mi m s Ru s sell
Ky le Stark
Ch riss Spun
Steve Thompson
Kyl e Turner
Nic k Wa y ne
Ji mm y Whitehair
M i ch a el W i lliams

'

1700 Lowes Drive
www.MurrayPiace.com

!ipring Break count: down: 4i! dag!i.
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I think people should want to
learn about other cultures they
have to live with. I don't think
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Administrator's example teaches race relations
BYM EUSSA STONEBERGER
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Mike Young is setting an example
for Murray State students and staff
beyond his ad.ministrativt' role.
Young, a Murray State alumnus
and assistant vice president of Student Affairs, holds one of the highest positions of African-American
faculty members. It is this position,
as well as his ethnic background,
that makes him an example for
African-American students.
Young. who came to the University in 1985 as a student, began his
professional career at the University
as an admissions counselor. He was
promoted to his current Student
Affairs position after working many
jobs at the University.
"In my years here, race relations
have never been an issue," he said.
"Students have never been pitted
against each other solely because
they didn't understand or didn't
like each other's culture."
Young said less than 20 AfricanAmerican faculty members are
employed at the University, but
even this small number can send a
positive message to students that
doors are open for them.
"If I was able to walk through
them (doors of opportunity) in the
late '80s, you should be able to walk
through them now," Young said.
Young said one reason for the low
retention rate of African-American
students may be Murray State's
location. Young said students who
come from larger cities, including
Louisville, may not adjust to the
small-town atmosphere of Murray.
Young said the influence AfricanAmericans have on culture is not

Uplytrsltx Barhtr §hop
Barber/Stylist:

•Sharon Ingrum •Brian Ingrum .Cindy Garland_ _

New Tanning Bed:

something that should be a monthlong celebration, but an integrated
part of history taught in American
school.
"I think people should want to
learn about other cultures they have
to live with," Young said. "I don't
think you can ever stop learning
from other people and other cui·
tures."
Young has personal experience
learning about other cultures.
Young is married to a woman who
is not of his ethnic background, but
he does not see this as a problem.
"I fell in love with the woman I
married because of who she was,"
Young said. "We were married
because of that love that was
stronger than any color."
Young said although his wife is
white and he is African-American,
they have not run into any negativity. He and his wife have two children, Kaytlin, 10, and Kelsey, 7.
"We tell them they have the best
of both worlds," Young said.
Young was also Murray State's
cheerleading coach for 13 years and
African-American Student Services
director for one year. He is currently the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity
adviser.
Young sees his involvement with
Alpha Sigma Phi as an opportunity
to be a role model for many young
men, and not just African-Ameri- Mike Young, assistant "·ice president of Student Affairs, said breaking
cans.
racial barriers is key to understanding different cultures.
"He's been an awesome leader,
need to present a united front to
constantly encouraging us to do our bers open their eyes to cultures.
"(He is) one of the reasons our fra- stop racial inequality.
.
very best," Alpha Sigma Phi Presi''l think that's how you break
ternity is so diverse," Rodgers said.
dent Jeremy Rodgers said.
But Alpha Sigma Phi is not the down any race barriers," Young
Rodgers, junior from West Point,
said Young has been an inspiration only student group Young encour- said. "I feel the door is open for that.
in the fraternity. Rodgers said ages to look beyond ethnic back- We just need to be more conscious
Young has helped fraternity mem- ground. Young said student leaders of that more often."

Casa del Sol
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

• 10¢ a minute

••

T he Murray State News

'Open Tue. - Fri. !?.:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Located on 16th and Main •753-1953
Ask about haircut cards!

Bridal ReeistrY • Rodeo and Western
Native American • Minnetonka Moccasins
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Congratulations to our Spring 2001 associate class!
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

Timothy Alonzo

Ryan Lawyer

Cody Brahm

Anthony Lucido

!ieth Crunch

Thomas Moore

Lance Ernsting

Chri&topher Nat&ch

Adam Fackler

Tyler Ol!ion

Benjamin Furlong

Jay Powell

Year In and year out, employees at education and
research instrtutions have turned to TIAA·CREF.

THE TIAA-CREF

And for good reasons:

Ryan lieib

Jo&hua Pritchett

• Easy diversrficatlon among a range of expertly

Fulton Hart

Montgomery !ichell

• A sohd hrstory of performance and exceptional

managed funds

ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses

personal servrce
• A strong commitment to low expenses

!iean Higg!i

Jo!lhua !imith

Michael Horner

Christopher !itratman

For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

Travis Humkey

Timothy Unfried

and enJoy-successful retirements.

Ru&!i Kreuter

Bryse Yont•

I
I!

li

Customized
Payment Options

• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest far-

Expert Guidance

I'<

t:

Choos1ng your retirement plan provider Is simple
Go with the leader. TIAA..CREF

Andrew Lawrence
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...

LAMBDA

CHI

1. 80 0 . 842.2 776
www. t iaa-cref.org

FOf lllOll' complete lflfOfmation on oor secunties products. caA 1.800.842 2733, ext 5509,10f prospectuses Read them carefully befOfe you
reacher~ Personal ln~tor; ServiCes. Inc diStnbute secunties Jl(oducts.
• Teachers Insurance and Annu1ty Assooation (TIAA). New York. NY and IIAA·CREF Life lnsuranc:e Co., Nt>w York, NY issue Insurance and
annuities • TIAA..CR£F Trust COI!1J)ai1Y. FSS prcl'lldes tr~t ~I!S • Investment products are not fDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed . C 2001 Te.Jchers lnsurcln(e and ~nnuity Assoc~allon - College Retirement Eqwues Fund. New York. NY OJ/02

1nvtst • nAA-CREF 1ndiv1dual and InstitutiOnal Se1111ci!S, Inc. and

ALPHA
I
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JESUS COMMANDED SEXUAL PURITY!
"For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ to
receive that which is due us for the things done while in the body
whether good or bad. "
II Cor 5:10 (NIV)

Read Matthew 5:27-32

"You are re.\ponsible to God for your behavior, not to man.
Don't let anyone lead you to accept standards not sanctioned by
the Holy Scriptures. The Bible, in both the Old Testament and the
New, makes plain that premarital sex is wrong. ... When you .~tin there is a penalty. "

Ask yourself ... am 1 living in a way that will be rewarded when I stand before God, or am I
living in a way that He will be displeased with? For further reading on what will happen on
Judgment Day, check out the following:

REVELATIONS 21

MATTHEW 25

l CORJ:H-20

BILLY GRAHAM

ROMANS 14:9-12

FORGIVENESS

" ... if you forgive men when they sin against you, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive men their
sins, your Father will not forgive your sins."
jesus in Matthew 6:14-15 (NIV)

We live in a world that teaches many things about sex, including
"If you love someone it is okay" and "Everything short of sex is
not sexual relations," but these ideas are not scriptural. Jesus even
said that looking at a woman with lust was adultery. The Bible's
standard for sex is that sexual relationships should be confined
ONLY to marriage. Is that the standard you are living up to?

A Life of Personal Devotion

"!(11·(·
nurture {cclin!!,s
.
. n/hith'f"lless II'<' ore lillie hc!ler than innwtc' of. (/II

"The ChRISTian LIFe shouLo he a LIFe Of grwwrh. I heLzeve The
secReT OF grwwrh lS TO oeveLop The oevorronaL Lr]:e. Tbzs
mvoLves semng aszoe nme each oay fOR pRayeR ano Br8Le
sruoy. Tbe nme neeo nor he Long BUT IT sbouLo he unhURRleO.
We sboulo come ro IT zn an honesT spl1UT ... pRepaReo To Face
any znconszsrenczes zn ouR Lives whLcb make Them un-C1JRlSTLzke."

i111 cr11 u I cn11 cc 111 ru 1i u11 n tlllf >. H(, In, 'k 011 rsc II ·cs i11 u I011 c ~\' isolu riu 11 ch u 111hel: \\'Oiled in hr n/11' o\\'11 re/itsul to fmgil'<' . ... For yo11r sukc. let 1//(' 11/'_!.!.C
yn11 1u 't n t1 u 11·u 1· u I I hill c rn css' ,\'()II.' liT ere's nn reason I o slur i 11 I~ 0. I1.·
clllllf' u millllfc lnn'.!,cl: The cscUf'" roufe is clcarfr 11wrked It /,'ltd\ !o !lie
cro.\ s . .. 11·/ierc the u11~1· One li'IW hud 11 right to he hiller"'"-'" '1."
- ('huck S\\·indoll

-Eric Liddell
Gold Medalist. 1924 Olympics
Main Character in Chariots of Fire
The Disciplines ofthe Christian Life (Preface.)

Are you holding a grudge?
If you are, Jesus is not pleased. The Christian life is supposed to be a life
marked with mercy, grace, and forgiveness. Matthew 18 describes a man
who refused to forgive. An angry king sends the man to be tortured as a
result of his unforgiveness. Jesus states in vs. 14, " ... so shall my Heavenly Father do to you if you refuse to truly forgive your brothers." (LB,
emphasis added.) Many times in scripture Jesus makes comments which
seem to equate our ability to receive forgiveness from God with our ability to forgive others. If you are holding on to past or current hurts,
please, let them go before it is too late. Jesus desires to heal you of those
hu•tts, and He paid the price for tliem when He died on the cross. Surrender them to Him today. He can take the past and make it right.

What is your life like when you are alone? Do you have a
life of devotion towards God marked by prayer and Bible
study? Are you living a private life devoted to God? Jesus
desires to have a personal relationship with you. Perhaps
in the past you were devoted to Him but today you cannot
say that you are. You can change that today. Make a decision now that from now on you will spend time with Jesus,
alone, daily. Spend time in prayer and studying the Bible
every day. It will change your life!

ARE YOU FOLLOWIN.G JESUS?
We live in a nation where thousands ofpeople walk around wearing bracelets saying "W.W.J.D?" (What Would Jesus Do?)
The real question is, "How many people are actually living in pursuit of that standard?" Notice, we are not arguing who
really is and who isn't a Christian. Our desire is to challenge each reader to pursue Jesus more. To no longer think, "What
must I do to get to heaven?" but rather, "What call I do to follow Jesus to the best of my ability?" With that in mind, consider these topics, quotes, a11d passages of scripture. ·Ask yourself, "Am 1 pursuing Jesus the way He wants me to?"

"! have a definition of sin that's pretty encompassing - anything that causes God pain. ... God is the most loving person
in the universe. That means He's also the most sensitive person in the universe. Love is making yourself vulnerable. The
more you love, the more you can get hurt. How 1-1:ould you like
to have eyes that saw every sin that was ever committed evet}'
single day? . . . Our sin hurts God."

- Keith Green
It's not the easiest thing to talk about, and for many it is even more
difficult to think about, but the fact is that many students at Murray
State are breaking God's heart: students who know about Jesus and the
price that He paid and have chosen not to respond to His constant
calling out to them. Instead of living for Him while in school they
have decided to live a life that hurts Him, the very same God who shed
His blood for them. Having sex outside of marriage, partying, getting
drunk, using drugs, cheating in school, and much more ... all of these
hurt God who made a way for them to escape that destructive lifestyle.
The good news is that Jesus is waiting, arms open wide, to give these
students another chance. Joel 2:12-13 says, "Turn to me ·with all your
heart . . . with weeping and mourning. Return to the Lord ...vour God,
for He is slow to ange1; and ofgreat kindness; and He relentsji·om
doing harm."
Are you one of those students? Have you been living your own way
instead of Jesus' way while in school? Call out to God. He wil1 answer
you. Repent and turn to Him. and He will receive you with joy!
Begin to read your Bible today. Start in the Gospel of John and rediscover the amazing Life that God has planned for you. Jesus is waiting as your friend today but, as shown above, one day you.will stand
before Him as King and Judge. It is better to get to know Him now.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME AT
OUR BIBLE STUDY!
We know how hard it can be to live for Jesus while in college. We also know that it can be
done. The sad fact is, however, that 9 out of every 10 Christians who come to a secular (nonChristian-based) school claim to grow "weaker" in their faith. Of the ten percent of students
who grow stronger in their faith, you can rest assured that while in college they did several
things that prompted that growth. One of the biggest things would have been getting involved
with a group of committed believers who were dedicated to growing stronger as well. The
bottom line is, you are going to be like the people you spend the most of your time with. If
your core group of friends is doing everything but live for God it will be very hard for you to
live for God. If your best friends are living for Jesus it will make things a lot easier on you.
There are many different Christian ministries on campus, and there is no really good reason
why a Christian student shouldn't be involved in one of them. We would Jove for you to come
check out our Bible study and other events. We have many great activities going on, including
a missions trip to JAMAICA this semester. We will also be giving away ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS to a student in March of this year! Details at Wednesday night meetings.

.C hrist Ambassadors
Interdenominational Bible Study
Every Wednesday Night at 7:00PM
3rd Floor Curris Center Theater

EVERYONE IS W.E LCOME!
JESUS IS LORD!
For more information or if you need help with anything, please call Chi Alpha Campus Chaplain Mark Randall at 753·9786.
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game key to Racer win
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
S PORTS EDITOR

Photoo; by Ryan Brooks/The News

(Above) Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah, Tenn., mo,·es the ball down
court whllt> looking for an open teammate in the Racer's 102-83 victory over
Tennessee State. Burdine scored 19 points with four assists.
(Right) Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., tries to pass the ball to
a teammate after recovering a loose ball on the floor. Spencer will likely
become the fifth player in Racer history to score 2,000 points Saturday.

.

Perfect games are usually associated with baseball or bowling, but Cuthbert Victor, freshman
from St. Croix, Virgin Islands, got the closest you
can get in basketball Tuesday night.
On his 18th birthday, Victor went 10-for-10 from
the field and 7-for-7 from the free-throw line for 27
points, and grabbed a game-high nine rebounds in
the Racers (11-8, 6-2 OVC) 102-83 victory over the
Tennessee State Tigers (4-14, 3-5 OVC).
"That's the first time I've ever had a game like
that," Victor said. "I've still got a lot to learn about
the game. I hope every game I have is a good
game."
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said Victor celebrated his birthday the previous day at
practice with an ice cream cake, and had to do the
"Duck Walk," squatting, flapping his arms and
waddling a short distance. Anderson started this
tradition for his teams during his coaching days at
West Fulton High in Atlanta in the 1970s.
"No, I don't," Victor said with a smile when
asked if he enjoyed the ritual. "The whole week,
my teammates and coach were telling me about
it."
Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah, Tenn.,
said Victor is just starting to reach his potential.
"Cuthy is a freshman and the sky's the limit for
him talent wise," Burdine said.
Victor was not the only one who had a soft
shooting touch for the Racers. The entire team was
hot from Jhe field, putting together one of the best
single-game shooting performances in Racer history.
The Racers shot 68 percent from the field, includ·
ing 75 percent in the second half and 50 percent
from three-point range for the game. The team
record for field-goal percentage in a game was set
against Austin Peay with 72.5 percent in 1985.
"When you shoot the ball like that you really
have a chance to beat the other team pretty good,"
Anderson said.
Burdine scored 19 points with four assists, and
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala.,
scored 17 points and had a game-high eight assists
for the Racers. Chris Shumate, sophomore from
Louisville, contributed 12 points and Antione
Whelchel, sophomore from Gainesville, Ga., had
11 points.
Anderson was glad to get out of TSU with a win,
con.o;idering TSU beat Tennessee Tech on Jan. 20
and came back from a 25-point deficit only to lose
in the final minute to Austin Peay on Saturday.

Mumly State 102

Tenn. State 83
RECORDS: MURRAY
STAT£ 11 -8 (6-2
OVC), TENNESSEE
STATE 4-14 (3-5

OVC)
KEY PIA YERS:
CuTHBERT VICTOR,

26 POINTS, NINE
RESOUNDS.
COMMENTS: "THAT'S
THE FIRST TIME I'VE
EVER HAD A GAME
liKE THAT. I've snu
GOT A lOT TO lEARN
ABOUT THE GAME. I
HOPE EVERY GAME I
HAVE IS A GOOD
GAME. " -VICTOR,
ON HIS
PERFORMANCE
TUESDAY NIGHT.

"I don't like playing this team because they can
really shoot the ball so well, everybody can score
and everyone is so quick,'' Anderson said.
"They're very explosive, and everyone who's
played here has found that out. This game let us
know we're a team to be reckoned with in our
league and that we're one of the league's premier
teams."
Shumate said the players knew getting a road
win at TSU would be vital for the Racers chances of
winning the Ohio Valley Conference regular-sea·
son title.
"If we lose this game, that would kind of put us
out of the hunt," Shumate said. "Now we're 6-2
and it keeps us right at the top of the conference
with a chance to win it."
Spencer is now just nine points away from
becoming only the fifth Racer to break the 2,000point barrier. He will most likely break that record
Saturday at VT-Martin.
The Racers will also have a rematch with Austin
Peay in Clarksville, Tenn., at 8 p.m. Tuesday. The
game will be broadcast on Fox Sports &10th .
Murray State will host Southeast Missouri State
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. That game will be the
first time SEMO has come to Murray since the
Indians broke the Racers' 47-game home court
winning streak Jan. 15, 2000.

Lady Racers ready to make stretch run into OVC tourney
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Lady Racers ((>-14,
4-5 OVC) are <:~l a crossroads. With
seven games to go in the Ohio Valley
Conference schedule and the team curr~.?ntly standing in fifth place, the Lady
Racers have a rc.tlistic chance to finish
anywhere betwt'en third and last place.
Last season, the Lady Racers went on
a run during this part of their schedule,
stay ing in second place in the conference for a couple of weeks before eventually finishing fourth . After getting a
week off following their last game at
Tennessee Tech on jan. 25, Lady Racer
Head Cnach Eddie Fields said the extra
preparation time has been good for his
team to conct'ntrate on many different
a~p0cts .

" We'w bt'en playing so many games,
we've not really had a chance to work
on anything specific in practice outside
of preparation for the next game,"
Fields said. ''Onl' of the areas I think is
our biggest we,,kness is handling the
pre~s and traps. We've hnd some time
now to really work on this, as Martin
will definitely come with their 3/4court trap because they hurt us with

that in january."
"For the most part, we've turned the
Fields said he is pleased with his ball over too much and been outre·
team's defense, but the offense needs to bounded," Gadson said. "If we take
come around to support the staunch care of those aspects we'll be OK. Somedefensive effort.
times we've blown leads because when
"Our defense has been real solid," he we get up, we play not to lose. I think
said. "We're in first place in the confer· we need to work on when we have a
ence in terms of shooting percentage lead to make it bigger, not like we're
against, but we just haven't put enough playing on glass bottles or something."
points on the board. We need some
Liz Stansberry, senior from Barg·
more kids to step up consistently."
ersville, Ind., said the team was on a
Fields said his coaching staff did not run before the Tech game and needs to
realize how much they would miss for- play together as a team to be successful
mer Lady Racer point guard Heather in the second half of the OVC season.
Bates, who graduated last spring., until
"We'\·e been playing like we can in
they examined the team's performance the last few games," Stansberry said.
so far this season.
"We've been playing a lot better than
"Teams were afraid to press u::; we did, just running the ball and not
Laura Oe.lton/Tile News
because she would attack and break it letting the other team control our pace. Shannon Preston, junior from Memphis, Tenn., guards Kerri Shields, senior
every time,'' Fields said. "She brought This week has been real good for us to
from Edgewood, during Lady Racer basketball practice Wednesday.
so much energy to us, .1nd we've really regroup, refocus and set some more
thing this year is not to just go, but to go we're pretty sure we can get to the tourmissed that emotional leader. We've plays."
and
win that first game (in Nashville) nament and pl<1Y our best."
got kids that arc capable of doing that,
Gadson said the team is wanting to
and
then
play for the championship."
The Lady Racers will play the teams
but it's going to take som~'one to step take the season one game at a time and
Stansberry
echoed
Gadson's
sentiranked behind and ahead of them in the
up with some energy and get us excit- go back to Nashville, Tenn., for the sec·
ments.
ed."
conference standings next w~o.>ek. They
ond round of the OVC Tournament.
"We want to take it one game at a time, travel tn UT·Martin for a .t p.m. Saturday
Monika Gadson, senior from Birm"I think everybody wants to make it
ingham, Ala., said the L<1dy Racers are back there, especially those who went but we've looked at the possibilities," she g.1mc and play at Austin Peay at 5 p.m.
sometimes playing not to lose inste<ld last year," Gadson said. " [t was a great said. "Of course we want the home game TuesdJy before hosting Southeast Misof attempting to win.
feeling just to go, but l think the biggest advantage (for the first round), but if not, souri State at 5:30 p.m. Thursday.

Current athletes can make sports fans wish for simpler times
Sports Talk

SAM
AGUIAR

"J

WISH

I

WAS

A KID AGAIN."

I wish I was a kid again.
Growing up in Rhode Island, I
was lucky enough to have season
tickets to the New England Patriots.
Although this was in the early
1990s, when the Pats were a perennial J,,st place finisher, the games
were still some of the best times of
my life.
The fans were loud, drunk,
rowdy, perverted and the pride of
middle class America. But since I
moved to Murray in 1995, I have
watched these fans disappear. The
world of athletics has gradually
emerged into a corporate industry
rt-voh'ing around money and corruption .

The NFL season culminated ~un
day with the second lowest-rated
Super Bowl in 11 years. The only
rea:-:on it wasn't the lowest ever is
because many tuned in waiting for
"Survivor II" to debut.
Many ..viii ilttribute the lack of
viewers to the boring play of the
New York Giant~ and the Baltimore
R«n•ns, but perhaps fans are just
gL•ttin~ tired of athletes.
ln 2000, \\o·e witncs~ed two murdl•r trials among NFI, players and
currently, former Green Bay tight
end Mark Chmura is facing sexual
a~sault charges.
Because new stadiums are being
built by <:~lmost every team, ticket
I

prices are skyrocketing. No longer
can my dad and I enjoy a Patriots
game, unless we are willing to pay
more than $100.
Other sports are no different.
Alex Rodriguez recently signed a
$252 million deal to play baseball
with the Texas Rangers. This is
more money than Tom Hicks,
Rangers owner, spent to purcha~c
the entire team in 1998.
Where does this money come
from? Last year Bud Selig, Major
League Baseball commissioner,
noted only two teams in the entire
league were turning a profit. So
how are these guys being paid so
much - the new low interest, free

balance transfer, Visa athlete credit
card?
One problem with the industry is
many athletes are being introduced
to corruption while still in high
school and college.
In Memphis, Tenn., two high
school coaches are under fire for
recruiting violations. Trezvant
High School Head Coach Lynn
Land allegedly solicited $200,000 to
get a player to sign a letter of intent
with the University of Alabama.
Meanwhile, Melrose Head Coach
Tim Thompson is accused of
accepting 51,400 in money orders
(rom the University of Kentucky.
If these athletes are learning to

manipulate the system at such a
young age, then what is to be said
for the future of sports? Charles
Barkley once created the famous
slogan "I am not a role model."
Sir Charles, times have changed,
and athletes need to ,1ssume this
position. When 1 was a kid, Michael
Jordan, Jerry Rice and Wayne Gret7ky were individuals who could be
idolized.
Now, children havt.~ Ray Lewis,
Allen Iverson and Rodriguez for
role models. All I can say to this
scary truth is that I wish I was a kid
again.

Sam Aguinr is tlze nssiMant sports e,fitor for "Tize Murray State News ."
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ovc Action

.............

Sportll&ld
Cuthbert Victor,
Ann ProctOr
C uthber t Victor
a nd Ann Proctor
are in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Victor, freshman from St.
C roix, Virgin
Islands, was perfect in the Racers
102-83 victory at
Ten nessee State
on Tuesday night.
He hit 10-of-10
field goal
attempts and a ll
seven of his free
throw attempts
for a game-high
27 points. He also
had a game-highnine rebounds.
Proctor, senior
from Garden City,
Mich., competed
with the MSU
rifle team in the
Roger Withrow
lnvita tional last
weekend. She
shot <m aggregate
score of 1534,
including a 1155
in sm allbore and
a 379 in air rifle.
This score was ,,
personal best for
Proctor and
helped the team
post a fourth
place finish out of
21 team s .

Jan. Z1
SEM074

........... 711011

The rugby team has its first match of the
spring 2001 season Saturday at home
against the University of Tennessee. The
match will be played on the intramural
fields at 1 p.m .
The Volunteers are the defending Midsouth champions and MSU is coming off a
6-2 season. Admission is free.

Breds' picked to finish sixth
in OVC preseason baseball poll
O h io Valley Conference baseball
coaches picked the Thoroughbreds to
finish sixth in the conference this season,
according to the preseason pall.
Austin Peay was picked to win the conference, receiving four first place votes
and 46 total points. Southea-;t Missouri
finished second in the voting_ followed by
Eastern Kentucky, Eastern nlinois, Tennessee Tech, MSU, Morehead, and UTMartin.

Whelchel earns OVC honor for
games against APSU, Tech
Murray State forward
Antione
Whelchel, sophomore from Gainesville,
Ga., was awarded the Ohio Valley Conference Newcom er of the Week honor for
his performances against Aus tin Pcay and
Tennessee Tech.
Against the Governors, Whekhel came

Men's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall

Fastfact
In 1937, the first
Pebble Beach ProAm was played.
Sam Snead won
the inaugural contest, shooting a
five under-par 68
at Ranch o Santa
Fe Country C lub
in San Diego.

EIU96

Rugby team hosts UT Volunteers
Saturday at intramural fields

TTU
EIU

7-1

12-6
13-6
11-8
14-6
13-7
9-10
4-14
7-11
6-12

6-2
6-2

MSU
APSU
5-3
SEMO
4-4
Morehead 3-5
TSU
3-5
2-6
UTM
0-8
EKU

UTM84

APSU 77
TSU73

Ja11. 29
SEM065
EKU59
UTI1112
St. Miry's (Mil 64

..

}1111. 30

MSU 102

Tuesday's contests changed
to accomodate FSNS telecast

:rsu 83
rrv 111

The Lady Racer basketball game an
Tuesday at Austin Peay will begin at 5
p.m. It had originally bet.!n scheduled
to tipoff at 5:30, b ut has been changed
to accomodate the telecast of the men's
contest, which will begin at 8 p .m .
ins tead of the original schedule of 7:30
p .m .
The men's game will be broadcast
live by Pox Sports Net South.

Women's,.......
1Mf.21

501087

EKU84
Laura Deaton/ The New::.

Shoots fhe J: Bree

Gillman, junior from Fayetteville, Ark.~
a ttempts a jump shot for Alpba Omicron Pi in its 30-1 5 victory over Sigma
S ig ma Sigma on Tuesday nigbt at Racer Arena.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Sam Aguiar,
assistant sports editor.

S•hml•y
.Mun•ySt.~lo 11 L"Hlvtit>,6 p m
Tm.- fC(h at E.blrm k mtucky,

I>OOpn•.

Au•hn l \!ay ,,, Ea•tt-m llllnoo,._ 7 HI r m
S<luthust Ml"'" ''""·
7Jdrm
Mondov
M~r•"'-"•J • I e..tem "'""twky, 7 f' m
ruttdoy
T.•nnt'-~ St.lte •t

S<>IIIN'HI MWoun •• Tr.,_ Ttd>,
7;,'1(1pm.
UT·M.ullnol T<nne,..., >ut~. 7JO p m
M uno~ Sl.tlf 11 ... usbn r... y, 8 p m
Thund.y
~Inh.trd l •• r.MM....... Ttl<h, 7 r m
M•n·h~•d ot Au;hn P~•Y• 7:30 p.m.
li"'''"rn llhno11 •I UT·MM!tn, 7:Jl1 pm

Kt-r•tucky •• J,m......., $t•tr. 7:30

""'

nu12

Both the men's and the women's basketball games at UT-Martin on Saturday
will be broadcast tape delayed an WQTV24.
The women's game will be shown Sunday at 1 p .m ., and the men's contest will
be shown at 6 p.m., or imm«.'Ciiately fol·
lowing WQTV's broadcast of the XFL.

Southeast Mi,..•uri SLow •t MurnySt.ote,
710p.m

Source: ESPN

EKU 79

Saturday's basketball games
to be televised locally by WQTV

Men's Basketball
Schedule

l'.o~•k•rn

Standings as of Jan. 31

off the bench to get 13 points and five
rebounds in the 76-74 Racer victory. 1n
MSU's lass to Tech, Whl'lchel had 12
points and seven boards.

Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
TTU

15-4

8-0
7- l

EKU
SEMO
APSU
MSU
UTM
TSU

6-2
5-.3

4-5
3-5
2-7
EIU
1-7
Morehead 1-7 ,,

• I

15-4
11-7
9-10
6-14
9-9
4-14
5-14
;i;-14

Standings as of j.m. 31

.

EIU 80
APSU 73
TSU68

nu11

Women's Basketball
Schedule
S4tuhl•~
1~n,.....,.,. Tedl"t Mordlad,

I ~Mt.."'t!k"USt.l.le •.u ~ · uthl!.,-.t ~\fl~lurl,

~·:10 l' "'

Mrn
Tu~d.>y

llester ••. l'r.nkhn, 8 r m.
K14:hm\,nd, " p.m
White v• EllJ.ll'Cih, 10 p m
Cl.rk ••· I tart, ll f'·hl•
Rt.l(:€.".nb

Mon~H

Mor.h,;aoJ •• !'astern Kt•'hltky, 4:30 p '"

\o'b

Clarl. ,., FJtubt-th, II p.rn

lo.l ur,..y~tr ot A"· un r~n.' p.m.
Southo.<L-1 tdl0$o0Utl • • t......,.,...., ,.,"...
"''IOp.m
liT M.rlln otT,,.,.,.,....., SUt~. ~ :,10 p.m

Wlut~ vtL I L>rt." p.m.
~n~ vs. fl'llnkl&n, 10 p m
R•d•l'rltJnd ,.,, u..,.,. 11 p m

Th•.,.d•v
Man•ho .kl 011 /lll!;hn p,.,y, 5·3i• p m
I'Mio-rnl lltltill) •l Ul· M.u tit>,5 l0 p t11
t;.lsklll II'.AmiUI.k) • tlcntl<'5- sw.•,

r......s..,

,..3/)

~I R.lc~r

An•n.ll

OVCPn•••B•ellll Pall

Mondoy
Alpha Omkron Pt ,._ BSU, 7 p m
Alptu C.mi!IA Och•. Kp.m.
Alpha Camm.o Rho n, <;,gm.a 1'1, q p m
Alph.o S•gm.a Phi vs. IAmb<l~ Chi AI ph•,

Womrn

:;prmgt~r \'J'. Cl.ark, ft

r.m

lf••t va. Hester, 7 p.m.
R<');ents vo. [ ltz•beth. 8 1• m

""'

S.>lllht....,. "'""""" 5Ubr • t Murray St.ott<,
710pm

lfhl . . . . . .
........ I I

lU p m.

K»l'r• Alph.t PJl vs At ph• r... n.,...:•.
ll pm .

lund•r

Alph• ~igm• Alph.>"' Sign.• Sigma

Thunld•v

rund.>y

(All

UTM75

m<g•l..,.,

Ir m

Murr.w'it•t<"ot UT-M0111•l,4 pm.

Au;cin Pt·.>y •t r .....,m lllmots, ~·15 p m

Greek Leagues

Intramural Basketball
Schedule

Sift""'• 7p m
W«dndd.Jy
K.app.t Alph.l H Alplw Tau~.
7pm.
S•!~Ina I'I .. 'iiJ;m• Chi, tl p.m
l.•mbd& U11 t\lpl).> v~. K•l'f'~ "I ph·• l'at,
1'1

'l pnt

1\lpha Camni•
IOp m

1. APSU (41
2. SEll) (21
3. E1W (2J
4. EIU

46
42
41
28

6. MSU

21

s.nv

Kho \ 0, t\lph.t :;ognLI rhl,

Thu rod.ty
llll'gal "' Sigrn.a 5igm.> l>lgm.>. 'I'm

Vernon's Pawn S hop
Asst. Colo re d
Stone Cluster

10 KT Replica
Panda Rin gs

LRW4509

Ruby o r Sap p hire
Diamon d
Pyramid C luste r

Ladies
Triple Ro w
Diamond Ring

I.RW40J5
IOCTCold

10(.1Gold

COIA246

10 cr Gold

LAI).I021

sAL£$1995 SAL£ $3995 SAL£ $4995
PRICE

PRICE

PIIICI:

~ Diamond
~

Earrings

OIEJ(X)4 • 05 C l Gold

Gent's
N ugget Cluster

114 CT 4-Row
Pyram id
D ia m o nd Ban d

G RWo\004
lO C I Gold

lOCTGuld

3 Diamond

LRW4145

Gent's
Masonic
Ring

17-Diamond

GEN43.'i()
!O CT Gold

Waterfall
I.AD4032
lO C r Gold

$1995

.:..~

m

Cul ture d
Pearl Earrings
l OC I Gold

:.~

$1195

713 S. 12th St. • 1\ilurray, Kentucky • (270) 753-7113
H rs: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. • Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Humana Fund for Modern Languages

Scholarships

Congratulations to the Gamma Nu
pledge class of Pi Kappa Alpha
Peyton Mastera

Sam Aguiar

Tripp Gibson

Chris Watson

Kyle Medlin

Chris Wilhelm

Chris Jones

Kyle McCord

Shawn Miller

Darren Yates

Josh Owens

Jay Heath

of $1,000-$2,000
for MSU Students

for INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEUSTUDY
Scholarship requirements:
--successful completion of at least 2 years of study of
college level (or equivalent) foreign language
--travel/study abroad in a country where the native
language is the language the student studied
Details and Applications available in the
~Department of Modern Languages, Faculty Hall 4A

·~··

James Reafsnyder

Joel McKinnis

Ryan Seay

Phone 762-2501
'
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Indoor track improves at SIU; MSU rifle places fourth among
nation's best at Withrow Invitational
competes at Indiana next
BY JusTIN McG1u

BY TIM

A LSOBROOKS

STAff WRITER

The Murray State men's and
women's track teams came
away from Carbonda le, Ill.,
with satisfactory performances
in the Southern lllinois University McDonald's invitational
on Saturday.
Head Coach Bob Doty said
h~ was pleased with the teams'
improvement from their last
meet, which was three days
after Winter Break.
,"That meet after Christmas
Break didn't do us much good
because we were not ready to
compete," Doty said. "Last
week at SIU, we were ready
and we went up against some
schools with great athletes."
The men's team placed seventh at the meet. Wallace State
(Ala.) won the meet with 138
points, followed by the only
other Ohio Valley Conference
squad, Eastern illinois. Host
SIU placed third, while Wichita State, Missouri-Kansas City
and McKendree rounded out
the top six.
Bright spots for the men
included Jeremy Kirk, junior
from Aloha, Ore., finishing
third in the 5,000 meters. Mario
Riley, sophomore from Colorado Springs, Colo., placed
fourth in the 60-meter dash
with a time of 7.03 seconds.

Riley was also the leading
rusher for the Racer football
team last season. David Bowersox, sophomore from Owensboro, tied for second in pole
vault, clearing a height of 14-1

Carbondale, ncluding finishing
second in the distance medley
relay with a time of 13:28.47.
A us tin Peay won the women's meet with a score of 103.
Mur~ay State finished in sixth
1/4.
place.
"This meet helped set up
"We recruited a lot for the
some of our guys in the OVC women's team," Doty said.
races; we got a bunch in the "Last year we had 18 members
top 10 in many OVC cate- and now that's up to 28. It's
gories," Doty said.
hard to compete against these
Doty said his staff keeps other OVC schools in recruitrecords for the team to mea- ing because we aren't able to
sure their performance in each offer the scholar~hips in track
event.
and field like SEMO and East"We compete against some ern Illinois can."
big schools and our guys might
Some of the top performers
not make the top five or ten in on the teams will travel to Indithe meet, so they might get dis- ana University this weekend,
couraged with themselves," where they will compete
Doty said. ''But I let them against several Big Ten
know I emphasize improve- schools.
ment, so as long as they keep
"This is like a reward trip for
working and getting better, some of our top athletes," Doty
that's what I look for."
said. "It will be fun to compete
Ryan Davis, junior from against some stiff competition
Memphis, Tenn., was the per- in the Big Ten, so the main goal
fect example of improved per- is to do our best and continue
formance, setting a personal to improve on certain aspects
best in the 5,000 meters.
of our competitions."
"It felt good this early in the
Murray State goes to Indiana
season to get aPR," Davis said. University for a track meet
"It showed me that I was at tomorrow and Southeast Misleast improving and all my souri State on Feb. 16 before
cross country running had traveling to Eastern Illinois for
paid off."
the OVC Indoor Track and
The women's team also had Field Championships from
some solid performances in Feb. 24 to 25.

STAff WRITER

After leading the first day of competition
at home, the Murray State rifle team settled

for fourth place in the Roger Withrow rnvitational last weekend.
The team scored 4623 in smallbore competition and 1527 in air rifle, combining for a
6150 nggregatc score, at the Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range.
Morgan Hkks, freshman from Tacoma,
Wa~h., lead MSU in scoring with a 1568
aggregate score - 1187 in smallbore, 381 in
air rifle. Team captain Ann Proctor, senior of
Garden City, Mich., scored 1534.
"They're a good team and they're going to
pull together," Co-Head Coach Meegan
Vasek said . ~'They' ve just gotten off of
Christmas Break so they're a little rusty, but
they'll come back. They're in hardcore practice moUl' right now.''
Defending national champion AlaskaFairb;mks Look the lead on the second day of
competition, finishing with an aggregate
scort:: of 6273.
University of Kentucky fell just short of
that, scoring 6215 to earn second place.
Nebra~ka beat Murray State's score by 31
points, finishing third.
Sixteen collegiate teams and three Kentucky high school teams competed in the
three-day tournament.
MSU hosts the NCAA Sectionals at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range Feb. 9 to 11. The qualifying match for the NCAA Championships
will be held March 8 to 10 in Columbus,
Ohio.
Hicks, who is consistently scoring around
1170 out of a possible 1200 in smallbore
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Any size fountain drink

The conference championship is made up
of two competitions: smallbore and air rifle.
In most rifle matches, both smallbore and air
rifle scores are added together to get an
aggregate score, which determines how a
team finishes in that match. However, neither the OVC Championshipos nor the
NCAA Championships use aggregate
scores.
Officials at the OVC Chamionships
thought that aggregate scores determined
the OVC Champion, as reported that Tennessee Tech had won the conference title
outright on that basis. However, Murray
State won the air rifle competition, sharing
the conference title with Tennessee Tech,
which won lthe smallbore competition.
This also happened at the 1996 OVC
Championships, in which MSU won the air
rifle and TIU won the smallbore competition, leading to a shared chamionship in that
year as well. Murray State has held at least a
share of the OVC rifle championship since
its inception in 1994.

lening Me•i1an food, Deli
landwkhel & (old Beer

College N igh t
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Cappuccino
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101¢
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Wednesday

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Ai. & Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

Contrary to Ohio Valley Conference
reports, Murray State's rifle team earned a
share of the OVC Championship two weeks
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:Msu Sttufents
10%discount off tannine Packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
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MSU shares OVC title with Tech
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Tanni n g & S t o ra ge R e nta l

Mon. ·TtMn.
8 a.m.- 10 p.m.

competition, will be an important shooter
for MSU leading to NCAA tournament play.
Other key shooters include Proctor, Crystal Kern, senior from Laramie, Wyo.; jill
Livesay, junior from Eubank; and J. T.
Hearn, junior from Carrier Mills, lll.
"They're taking the championship," Vasek
said. "That's their goal and their working on
it. If they' come together as a team, they definitely have a good shot at doing it."
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or any carton. Receive a free $0.99 lighter.

Maybe Pregnant?

Bring in this COYPOD and re¢eive a 32 oz
fountain drink fOr 294
With RacerCard receive 3C
discount on each gallon
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Caring, confidential help.
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Best Damn Pizza in
the Greater
Metropolitan
Buchanan area
plus Shrimp,
Enchiladas,
sandwiches
and Cold Beer

What's More
Romantic
than a Rose and
as Beautiful as
Fine Jewelry?
It's truly the ideal

marriage of
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It's Time To Try Thai
Thai's Corner Restaurant is Now Open!

as a symbol of your
feelings of love.
G1vc a 24K Gold
Ro:.l! ...and watch
your romance
bloom.

$6ooo

Thai food is something magical. It is internationally famous.
Whether chili-hot or comparatively bland, harmony is the
guiding principal behind each dish.
Aquatic animals. plants, and herbs are major ingredients.
If you would like to know what authentic Thai food is,
please come dine with us. We're sure that you'll be back.

Thai's Cor n e r
Resta u rant
13 miles south of Murray on 121 on the Stateline

Located at Olymptc Plaza (Next to Gold R.ush)

901·232-8323

I

753-33 28
I

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Wlrtrt Yo11r ltlras nrm to Gold
130-t F Chestnut Street
Murrav, KY 42071
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Lambda Chi Alpha posts convincing
Hart defeats Regents
basketball victory over Alpha Gamma Rho with only five players ~:
BY TIM AL SOBROOKS
STAff WRITER

Running away with the game from the
tipoff, Lambda Chi Alpha beat Alpha
Gnrnma ~o 51-32 on Monday night in
Racer Arena.
The Chops opened the door with some
easy transition baskets and soon had a
13·0 lead over Alpha Gamma Rho. After
that, they never let up.
Alpha Gamma Rho did not score until
almost nine minutes had expired in the
first half.
L.lmbda Chi Head Coach Craig Hoffman, junior from Ashley, Til., was
pleased with the way the team played
hard thmughout the game.
"We !'hot the ball well and played good
defense, but after gaining a big lead I was
worried that we'd let up our intensity,"
Hoffman said. "But we did a good job
playing hard throughout the game."
The game's leading scorer was Lambda
Chi's Bobby Robinson, senior from Pickncyville, Ill., who had 24 points, five
rebounds and thre~ assists. Robinson

shot well from the field, making 10 of 12
shots.
"I guess you could say I was feeling it,"
Robinson said. "But the team did a great
job setting screens for me and finding me
under the basket for some buckets."
Hoffman t•njoys coaching his fraternity
brothers, but believes it is a hard job.
''You're the coach, but they are the
same age as you so it makes it hard to tell
them how to play the game," Hoffman
said. "They know as much or more than I
do out there, but they listen when I yell
out plays, so I guess it all evens out."
Robinson feels the Chops are going to
be tough the rest of the season and into
the tournament.
"We are going to fair pretty well the
rest of the way because \·ve have a lot of
guys that can score and step up to have a
big game," Robinson said.
A new rule change has teams play two
18-minute halves with a running clock.
The clock stops in the second half if the
differential is less than 20 points.
"We wanted to keep the action going,
yet at the same time in close games make

it feel like a game time situation, so if it's
dose the clock will stop when the whistle
blows," said Alison Epperson, Intra-collegiate Sports and Recreation director.
The tournament for the Greek teams
will be Feb. 15 with all games being
played in Racer Arena.
Epperson said each team will be
allowed in the tourney unless they have
a forfeit or are kept out because of
behavior problems. Teams receive a
sportsmanship rating following each
contest.
After basketbaJJ, the Intra-Collegiate
Sports and Recreation office will get
ready for volleyball. The signup deadline is March 1.
Epperson is currently looking for
other gyms because of Regional Special
Events Center's inconsistent availability.
"We are going to use the gym in the
Boy Scout Museum when they get
things cleared out, which should be in
early March," Epperson said. "Racer
Arena is always available, but due to
other things going on in the RSEC we
will need to also use the gym in the
museum."

BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONlRIBUTING WRITER AND

JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The Hart College Lad y Ravens and
Regents College Lady Rhinos intramural basketball teams met in a
clash of undefeateds. With first place
in the women's residential college
standings at stake, Hart managed a
32-23 win, despite only having five
players.
Hart College player Desirae
Bowlinger,
sophomore
from
Cedgewickville, Mo., said the team
has good stamina allowing them to
play the entire game and keep up the
defensive pressure. She also said the
team does not have any set plays,
but they "just go out and play ball."
Both teams were tied at 11 in the
first half, when Hart hit a three-point
shot that put them ahead for good.
The Hart lead peaked at 10 points in
the second half, as Regents tried to
regroup. Regents could only pull
within eight as the physical Hart

defense kept the Lady Rhinos at bay.
Regents College coach Cassie
Driskill, freshman from Fredonia,
said Regents was also missing some,
players, but still had a chance to wini.
" We played better than w~ ,
thought we would, but didn' t play ,
as good as we could," Driskill said.
"We did have a couple of player~.
there that hadn't been at our other
games that played really well for us .
and kept us in the game. We should
get better in our upcoming games as'
we get some practices in and get aU"
of our players together."
"
Driskill also said the strengths of .
Hart's team were its guards' abilitY'.
to cut to the basket and set up easy··
shots for the inside players, and its ~
crappy, physical defensive play.
,.
Regents will next face Eli1:abeth on ',
Tucday and Springer on Feb. 13. ,.
Hart College will attempt to complete an undefeated regular season .
against Hester on Tuesday andEliza:·'
beth on Feb. 13.
•' •
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News
:coNTRACTS:
MSU would benefit
~from change as well
~ From

The Murray State News
February 2, 200 I

also said the University would benefit
from the move because Murray State
receives indirect funds from the research
grants. So, if a professor gets paid for
three months of research, the University
will get three months of indirect funds to
place in its general fund.
Call said practical school activities are
currently nine months, starting with the
fall semester and ending in May; however, he said many faculty have duties year
round.
"Faculty are really on call year round,
even with the 10-month contracts," he
said . "We are always expected to be
available."
Call cited personal examples of summer tasks such as showing prospective
students around Murray State's facilities
and cleaning labs and ordering supplies
for the next year.

University Provost Gary Brockway
said he is not sure where the issue currently stands with the Board of Regents,
but he said the proposal could significantly impact faculty members across all
disciplines if passed.
Brockway said his office interviews
with all prospective professors, and he
has not sensed the contract is an issue
with those professors. Brockway did say
he would like to see the University get in
line with the other 94 percent of universities that have adopted tl1e nine-month
contract format.
Call disagrees with Brockway on the
effect the contract has on prospective faculty.
"It is difficult to attract quality
research level professors without the
nine-month contract," he said. "If you
are a bright, young Ph.D. graduate with

"It's a very stringent process, and it's
difficult to get funding for a building ...
because you're talking about such large
sums of money," he said.
Denton said it is unlikely the cost of a
center will result in a fee increase for students. Any added fees would come as a
maintenance fee in the future, he said.
Thorne said the best route to get the
money would be to attach the wellness
center to an existing facility such as the
Curris Center. But concrete plans have
not been set.
Thorne said going into the project, he
knew money would be the main obstacle. But if it were based on the cost of the
MTSU facility, it would be rea!'onable, he
said.
Said Thome: "We're asking for less
than half of what the other universities
asked to construct (a wellness center)."

damage to the building, the housing
office is offering a $100 reward for information about the offender. Public Safety has been contacted to start an investigation into the matter.
If caught, the artist may have to pay
for the damages and face possible
From Page 1
expulsion from school. Meanwhile,
The graffiti was sighted shortly after Hulick said they plan to review Hart
Winter Break. Hart College's Residen- College's security tapes to see if they
tial College Council members are per- notice anything.
"Dariz" is most likely aware of the
turbed by the offender who continues
to scribble his name in the elevators and disciplinary action for defacing walls
in the stairwells despite Facilities Man- and buildings, so what fuels the drive to
agement's efforts to cover them in paint. write on public property Margaret Sem"It's a pain in the butt because they rau, junior from Jackson, Tenn., was
just painted our college,'' said Hart RCC once associated with a graffiti artist and
President Vane:-.sa Johns, senior from offered an explanation for hlc; actions.
West Frankfort, Ill. "It makes our build- · "He liked the thrill of it," Semrau
said. "He liked working at night and
ing look trashy."
As a result of the irritation and the n;tak.i.ng sure he didn' t get caught. He

Page 1

Rudolph said.
: Call said shortly after the Senate
: endorsed the proposal, a presentation
: was made to the Board of Regents stating
: the contract change would be helpful in
: enhancing research.
: "It is hard to know what their reaction
: was at the time," Call said. "It has not
: seen any action or formal response
: since."
Rudolph, who is representing the faculty on the issue, said to his understanding 94 percent of U.S. universities cur• rently use the nine-month contracts. He

successful research, would you go somewhere that will pay you three months
salary or two? I think it is an obvious
answer."
Faculty Senator John Crofton, associate professor of physics and engineering,
is one professor that has received grants
to do research in the summer. He said
the faculty and University are not the
only ones that would benefit from a
change.
"In the most selfish terms it means
another month's salary for faculty," he
said. "It is also a winning situation for
students. If Jget paid enough in the summer to conduct research, I will hire students to help, and they can continue to
learn outside of the classroom."
He also said the 10-month contact is
discouraging research. Crofton said
some professors are forced to take out-

side consulting jobs during the summer
instead of conducting rese.lrch. He said
studenL-; do not benefit from that scenario.
Call~;;aid the only drawback he can see
from the change is the one-year transition period it would take if the proposal
passed. He said the University's accounting and payroll department would take a
while to adjust, and professors would
have to manage a new pay scale as well.
Call sees this as a minor hassle when
compared to the benefits.
"It would enhance the overall reputation of Murray State," he said.
Board of Regents Chairman Sid Easley
said the Board of Regents has never really taken a stand on the issue. He said a
few faculty members have expressed
their interest in the plan, but the Board
has not made a commitment cither way.

'

:wELLNESS:
Process for center
'
jn early stages
'
'

:From Page 1
' ing requests for the state legislature and
Council on Postsecondary Education for
projects it will work to complete during
the next three years. He said the Uni\'ersity will include a wellness center in its
request.
He said the process is only in the preliminary stagt>s1 and so far he has no estimates about how much money the Uni\'ersity would ask of the state. In addition, it is impossible to know what other
projects at Kentucky universities will
also need funding.

DARIZ:

If caught, artist
will pay for damage
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1
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Sunday Buffet
Served All Day
Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room
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759-2348
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•
(Next to Pizza But) •

really loved it. Evt>ryone puts it on
paper. He liked being different."
Semrau said graffiti is just another art
form , but the artist is not exactly creating murab or beautiful pictures on the
subjects.
Said Semrau: '1t':::. just t.1ggin'."

114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray
753-4156
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"Laura DcatorVTiw News

A locker in the Applied Science Building displays some Dariz graffiti. The
graffiti can be found all over campus.
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Don't Forget Valentine's Day!
February 14
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Largest Buffet"

Fresh Buffet
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
Served 7 Days A Week

Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m. Sun-Thor 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.

Mexican Restaurant

"Authentic Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"
1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

759-9247

"Reality is whatever you make it."
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T«ttoos'and ~od~ Pi~cinss
Artwork by: Stash
100% Sterile

So/o off with student I.D.

Privacy booths available upon requed.
New Owners

1415 1/2 Main St.

759-5600
reality@murray-ky.net

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
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MSU Students - 10°/o OFF

jlowers ;or All Occasions

Heart Melting Gifts
for Valentines!
Spa packages are designed to make it easy
for you to find a combination of
services best suited to meet your needs:

WALK-INS ONLY!

753-0542
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Sunset Boulevard Music ..I
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A Day of Pleasure - Men/Women
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